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Abstract: 

Chemical imaging is an important tool for providing insight into function, role, and 

spatial distribution of analytes. This thesis describes the use of imaging fiber bundles 

(IFB) for super-resolution reconstruction using surface enhanced Raman scattering 

(SERS) showing improvement in resolution with arrayed bundles for the first time. 

Additionally this thesis describes characteristics of the IFB with regards to cross-talk as a 

function of aperture size.  

The first part of this thesis characterizes the IFB for both tapered and untapered bundles 

in terms of cross-talk. Cross-talk is defined as the amount of light leaking from a central 

fiber element in the imaging fiber bundle to surrounding fiber elements. To make this 

measurement ubiquitous for all imaging bundles, quantum dots were employed. 

Untapered and tapered IFB possess cross-talk of 2% or less, with fiber elements down to 

32nm.  



 
 

The second part of this thesis employs a super resolution reconstruction algorithm using 

projection onto convex sets for resolution improvement. When using IFB arrays, the 

point spread function (PSF) of the array can be known accurately if the fiber elements 

over fill the pixel detector array. Therefore, the use of the known PSF compared to a 

general blurring kernel was evaluated. Relative increases in resolution of 12% and 2% at 

the 95% confidence level are found, when compared to a reference image, for the general 

blurring kernel and PSF, respectively.  

The third part of this thesis shows for the first time the use of SERS with a dithered IFB 

array coupled with super-resolution reconstruction. The resolution improvement across a 

step-edge is shown to be approximately 20% when compared to a reference image. This 

provides an additional means of increasing the resolution of fiber bundles beyond that of 

just tapering. Furthermore, this provides a new avenue for nanoscale imaging using these 

bundles. 

Lastly, synthetic data with varying degrees of signal-to-noise (S/N) were employed to 

explore the relationship S/N has with the reconstruction process. It is generally shown 

that increasing the number images used in the reconstruction process and increasing the 

S/N will improve the reconstruction providing larger increases in resolution. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Chemical Based Imaging 

1.1 Introduction 

Since the late nineteenth century, the light microscope has provided a visual 

representation of objects that are not seen by the naked eye.
1
 Understanding the spatial 

orientation of components within a sample can glean insight into function, role, or 

physical characteristics. As such, determining the spatial orientation and concentrations 

of chemicals have far-reaching effects from biomedical inquiries to issues of national 

security.
2
  

The goal of this introductory chapter is to provide first an overview of imaging. 

Secondly, this chapter is to provide insight into what goes into the digital acquisition of 

chemical information. Lastly, this chapter discuses chemical-specific imaging as it 

primarily pertains to the spectroscopic investigation of the molecules providing a 

fingerprint of the species being imaged. 

1.2 Chemical Imaging 

The combination of microscopy and spectroscopy can provide chemical specific 

information. When combining the two, a two-dimensional chemical representation of the 

sample can be obtained when imaged with a camera (a charged coupled device (CCD) or 

complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)) with contrasting picture elements 

called pixels. A single picture element is a semiconductor that uses the photovoltaic 

effect to produce voltage from incident radiation. The amount of contrast in an image is 

dependent on the bits of information for the analog-to-digital conversion, for example a 

one bit system will have contrast of 0 or 1; a two bit system will have contrast values of 
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0, 1, 2, or 3. Typical systems will be eight bit (contrast of zero – 255) or 16-bit (contrast 

of zero – 65535) providing sufficient levels of contrast to identify areas of high or low 

intensity and therefore high or low concentrations of chemicals. The electrons (and 

subsequently voltage) produced by the incoming radiation is proportional. Therefore, 

chemical images that are obtained will have areas of higher intensity (more chemical 

information) and areas of lower or no intensity (less or no chemical information) and is 

proportional to the concentration of the analyte under investigation at that point. 

However, the manner in which the concentration and intensity are proportional is 

dependent on the spectroscopic technique chosen.  

Optical chemical images provide the visualization (i.e. spatial orientation) afforded 

through microscopy with the chemical specificity inherent in molecular transitions. 

Visualizing the spatial orientation aids in understanding the composition (i.e. 

quantification or classification) of the samples under investigation and range from quality 

assurance in the pharmaceutical industry
3
 to terrestrial monitoring of biomass via 

satellite.
4
 Chemical imaging can also provide real time (kinetic) interactions and is often 

used in the biomedical disciplines for cellular imaging.
5
 However, some limitations to 

what information (temporal or spatial) can be obtained are due to the technique chosen 

and the method of light collection. 
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Figure 1.1: A portion of the electromagnetic spectrum with the representative wavelengths and type of 

radiation in their relevant regions. 

The focus of this introductory chapter is limited to the use of optical spectroscopies used 

to obtain images employing the use of ultra-violet (UV) through the near infrared (NIR) 

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Figure 1.1 provides a cartoon representation of 

a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum and highlights different regions with their 

wavelengths. The main spectroscopies that employ these wavelengths are fluorescence, 

absorption, Raman, and IR. Fluorescence and absorption spectroscopies obtain 

information about the electronic transitions within a molecule while Raman and IR obtain 

information regarding the vibrational transitions within a sample. The latter tends to 

provide more detailed “fingerprint” information while the former has more broadened 

luminescence and often lacks chemical specificity. Details of these spectroscopies will be 

expounded upon further in Section 1.3. 

Two primary techniques can be employed to obtain chemical specific images. These are 

1) raster scanning across a sample (Figure 1.2A), or 2) obtaining multiple images at 
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different frequencies to obtain spectral information (Figure 1.2B). In both cases, spectral 

information is obtain for an area of a sample and can produce chemical specific images. 

1.2.1 Raster Scanning 

One way of obtaining a chemical image is by using a focused light source (e.g. a laser) 

and raster scanning it across the image obtaining a spectrum at each point (see Figure 

1.2A). After a spectrum is obtained at the first point, the focused beam is moved (just 

 

Figure 1.2: The two ways of obtaining images. (A) Raster scanning a focused beam and obtaining a 

spectrum at each point across the sample provides a full spectral image. (B) Hyperspectral imaging (or 

multispectral imaging) provides a wide-field image at specific frequencies where a 3-D hypercube of 

information can be obtained resulting in x- and y- pixel information and frequency information in the 

z-dimension. 
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passed where it was previously) and a new spectrum is obtained. This is repeated across 

the entire sample for a complete chemical image. Advantageously, no prior knowledge of 

the sample is required and a spectrum is recorded for each focal spot across the sample. 

This provides a complete spectrum at each point of the raster and can be used to create a 

chemical image at any frequency that was spectrally obtained. However, two 

disadvantages that prevail are longer acquisition times and resolution. 

The total acquisition time for a particular sample is surface area dependent. Larger 

surface areas to be imaged require more total time to image considering a focused beam 

(< 1 mm in diameter) is used to scan across the surface. While each spectrum (i.e. each 

point of the raster) can be obtained quickly (ideally the millisecond time scale) hundreds 

to thousands of points may need to be acquired. Automated systems reduce the amount of 

time between points and reduce human error, though can be costly. 

1.2.2 Hyper- and multispectral imaging 

A second way of obtaining an image is through hyper- (many) or multi- (several) spectral 

imaging. Instead of utilizing a diffraction-limited spot and raster scanning it across the 

sample, an entire image is obtained in one acquisition at a particular wavelength of light. 

See Figure 1.2B for a cartoon representation. To obtain hyperspectral images, an entire 

image is obtained at each wavelength of light spectrally shifting the frequency using a 

light modulating device. To this end, there are two primary types of light-modulating 

devices: an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) or a liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF). 

An AOTF is based on an interaction between acoustic waves and light propagating 

through a crystal (typically TeO2 when in the visible region of the electromagnetic 
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Figure 1.3: A cartoon representation of an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF). White light (or a 

large bandpass of light) enters the AOTF and due to periodic areas of high and low density produced 

by a radio frequency driver, a crystal (typically TeO2 in the visible region of the spectrum) diffracts 

selected frequencies of light. 

spectrum); as seen in Figure 1.3. A piezo electric transducer and an absorber are 

cemented to either side of the crystal. The transducer transmits radio frequencies (RF) 

through the crystal inducing periodic areas of high and low density. Because this acts 

through the thickness of the crystal, a small bandwidth of light is diffracted (much like a 

grating) providing transmission of a specific narrow band pass of light while retaining an 

image. An AOTF allows for rapid selection of frequency about microseconds and has no 

parts that physically move.  
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Alternatively, a LCTF is based on light interactions between a series polarizers and liquid 

crystals. A retardation effect that arises as light travels through a liquid crystal medium of 

a certain polarization coupled with the birefringent crystals and polarizers in series allow 

for the selection of a specific wavelength of light. This is shown in Figure 1.4. 

Bandwidths of LCTFs are typically larger than that of AOTFs, approximately several 

nanometers (as opposed to a fraction of a nanometer in AOTFs), and the rise time is 

slower on the millisecond time scale. One main advantage of multispectral imaging is a 

reduction in the imaging time by imaging at only one or several select wavelengths at 

frequencies of interest. When obtaining hyperspectral images, the entire spectrum is 

scanned and a priori knowledge of the frequencies of interest is not necessary and still 

 

Figure 14: A cartoon representation of a liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF). White light (or a large 

bandpass of light) enters the LCTF and through a series of stacked polarizers, liquid crystals and 

birefringent crystals, a small bandpass (~1-2nm) of light is selected. 
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takes less time than raster scanning. Additionally, if the researcher is interested in only 

observing one frequency to show whether or not a chemical is present only one image 

would be required, significantly reducing imaging time. 

An image that has passed through a light modulating device (i.e. AOTF or LCTF) would 

now consist of the chemical information at one (or several) wavelengths of light and can 

be imaged on a camera. This analog-to-digital conversion occurs in a series of picture 

elements, called pixels, patterned in an array. Typical arrays for scientific research are 

512x512, 1024x1024, 1024x256, etc. and are usually application dependent 

1.2.3 Spatial Resolution 

The resolution of images are primarily defined by two parameters, 1) the diffraction-limit 

of light and 2) the optics used for delivering light to and collecting light from the sample. 

The diffraction-limit of light is due to interference of the light waves at a focal point. This 

produces a central spot (zeroth order diffraction) surrounded by one or more rings (first 

order diffraction, second order diffraction, etc.), as seen in Figure 1.5A. The central spot 

surrounded by concentric rings is an airy disk pattern. The central spot, as described 

below in Eq 1.1., is partially dependent on the wavelength of the light employed. The 

diffraction-limited theory was first described by Ernst Abbe in 1873
3
 with lateral 

resolution defined as:  

                  
 

   
  Eq. 1.1 

Where λ is the wavelength of light being used to interrogate the sample and NA is the 

numerical aperture of the objective (or lens) being used to focus the light. For example, if 

a microscope objective being used had an NA of 0.75 and a HeNe laser was being used at 
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Figure 1.5: (A) A theoretical airy disk pattern created by a perfectly focused laser beam in which the 

centeral location is of highest intensity of the 0 order diffraction while the less intense rings of higher 

order diffraction. (B) A representation of Abbe resolution resulting in approximately 50% contrast 

between two points. (C) A representation  of Rayleigh resolution resulting in approximately 20% 

contrast between two points. 

a wavelength of 632.8nm, this would result in a diffraction-limited resolution of 

approximately 422nm. This definition (Eq. 1.1) provides sufficient contrast (50%) 

between the centers of two points to consider them separate (see Figure 1.5B) and is often 

approximated to one-half the wavelength of light used to interrogate the system. In the 

following years, Lord Rayleigh later refined the criterion of the lateral resolution to the 

amount needed to contrast two objects at 20% between them (see Figure 1.5C) and is 

defined as: 
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  Eq. 1.2 

These definitions (Eq. 1.1 and Eq. 1.2) are the generally accepted definitions of 

resolution, though several others exist based on different amounts of contrast and 

therefore different statistical parameters. From equations 1.1 and 1.2, it can be seen that 

the lateral resolution is partially dependent on both wavelength of light used to 

interrogate the system and the optics which are used for focusing. When building an 

optical system, using better optics (and/or optics with a larger NA) aids in the reduction 

of the diffraction-limited spot (point spread function; PSF), and ultimately increase the 

resolution of the image being obtained. However, this is practically limited to NA‟s with 

a maximum value between 1 – 1.5 when using conventional optics; though, many have 

NAs between 0.25 and 0.65.  

The spatial resolution of an image is also partially dependent on imaging equipment 

employed (i.e. camera, pixel array, etc.). The equipment used will define the size and 

density of the pixels in the image. As the size of each pixel decreases (and therefore an 

increase in pixel density on a chip of the same size) the spatial resolution will also 

increase (i.e. higher resolving power) when using identical optics. Increasing pixel 

density allows for smaller differences in objects to be differentiated when the signal is 

converted from analog-to-digital because the individual picture elements are physically 

smaller. However, current technology is limited to micron-sized pixels and, even as 

technology progresses towards smaller pixels, the light from an image cannot be focused 

tighter than the diffraction-limit using conventional techniques described previously.  
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1.2.3 Electronic-transition based imaging 

Light-matter interactions for imaging exist from X-ray (angstrom wavelength) to thermal 

(micron wavelength). UV – NIR (~ 400nm – several thousand nanometers) light interacts 

with the electronic and vibrational transitions of the molecule providing molecular 

interactions. Ideally, these interactions will provide a “fingerprint” of the molecule in the 

form of a molecular spectrum unique to the molecule (or group of molecules) under 

investigation. Typically, though, electronic spectra are broadened due to interactions with 

and population of higher-order vibrational and rotational states within the excited 

electronic state. Electronic-transition based imaging is usually done via absorption or 

fluorescence. These phenomena will be briefly introduced in the following sections. 

1.2.3.1 Fluorescence 

Fluorescence is due to the absorption of a photon of light corresponding to a specific 

electronic transition (typically as an indirect measure of the presence of an analyte in 

imaging applications) followed by an emission of a photon of the same spin state (singlet-

singlet transition). This most often occurs in the UV – visible range in the 

electromagnetic spectrum and is quite often associated with biological imaging. Figure 

1.6 represents a partial Jablonski diagram highlighting this and other types of transitions. 

In Figure 1.6, S0 and v0 are the ground state electronic and ground vibrational states, 

respectively. S1, v1, v2, and v3 are excited electronic and vibrational states. Vertical lines 

represent photonic transitions, while curved lines represent non-radiative transitions. The 

vertical axis represents energy, while the horizontal axis is the reaction coordinate. The 

photonic transitions (i.e. absorption and emission) typically occur prior to any nuclear 

rearrangement and therefore represented as vertical lines. The emitted photon has less 
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Figure 1.6: Partial Jablonski diagrams of fluorescence, infrared absorption, Raman scatter and 

coherent anti-Stokes Raman scatter. In these diagrams, Si and vi represent electronic and vibrational 

states, respectively. Vertical arrows represent photonic interaction with the material while curved 

arrows represent non-radiative energy transfers. See text for further discussion. 

energy than the incoming photon due to non-radiative relaxation and as a result is 

spectrally red-shifted, and will occur within nanoseconds after excitation. Broadband 

emission spectra are characteristic of fluorescent probes and are often 10‟s of nanometers 

broad. Fluorescent molecules often have high quantum yields making fluorescence 

measurements very sensitive. The characteristics (quantum yield, broadness, etc.) are 

dependent on the solvent system that is employed as well. Often, fluorescence images are 

acquired using cellular components and therefore typically in an aqueous environment. 
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The use of fluorescence has delivered a wide range of fluorophores and many 

application-specific fluorophores are available.
6, 7

  

Fluorescent molecules or proteins are often used as an indirect measure of the subject 

under investigation. Therefore, the activity, presence, or concentration of the analyte is 

often implied by the fluorescence observed. Measurements can usually be multiplexed 

(two or more fluorescent probes simultaneous used in a sample) with an upper limit of 

four fluorophores due to their broadband emission which limits the number of functions 

or analytes that can be observed in any one measurement. Despite these, fluorescence is 

widely used in biological imaging. 

Natural (e.g. proteins, single conjugated molecules, etc.)
8, 9

 and synthetic (e.g. metallic 

and polymeric quantum dots)
10, 11

 fluorescent probes have been used recently for 

fluorescence imaging. Development and improvement of colored fluorescent proteins 

have aided in the differentiation and targeting of cellular constructs.
8
 Furthermore, kinetic 

information can be gleamed from fluorescence imaging such as in one example where 

photocatalysis was measured across a photocatalytic site, showing improved catalytic 

activity on one of the crystal facets.
9
 Polymer dots and quantum dots have also been used 

in biological imaging for the exploitation of their higher quantum yields and lower 

photobleaching characteristics.
10, 11

 Both natural and synthetic fluorescent probes can be 

used for targeting specific biological functions and used in imaging to provide location, 

concentration, or activity.
12
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1.2.3.2 Absorption-based imaging 

Absorption-based imaging occurs with an electronic transition corresponding to the 

frequency of light impingent on the material under investigation. The excited state of the 

molecule will then relax to its ground state through non-radiative relaxation. This type of 

imaging is realized through the loss of photons instead of photon emission at a different 

wavelength. Light will also reflect off the material. In this case, the reflectance image 

will consist of the light not absorbed by the material. If the sample is transparent, then a 

transmission image can also be obtained consisting of all the frequencies that are not 

absorbed and not scattered by the material. These techniques are sensitive as well, owing 

the sensitivity to the larger cross sections (i.e. extinction coefficients) of the molecules 

resulting in an increased probability of the light interacting with the molecule. 

Absorption-based imaging is widely used in physics and in biomedical applications.
13-15

 

In biomedical applications, absorption-based imaging has been used for identification of 

cancers, retinal disease and use within biliary surgeries.
16

 In physics, absorption of ultra-

cold gases can provide images of ground state molecules as a different approach to 

investigating these model quantum systems.
13

 

Large cross sections and high quantum yields will often make both absorption and 

fluorescent techniques quite sensitive. However, while an electronic absorption may be 

unique to a particular molecule under investigation, the broadband nature of absorption 

and fluorescence spectra often do not provide the molecular specificity required for 

molecular identification, especially in complex environments with multiple absorbers and 

emitters. It is therefore often useful to proceed with a technique (i.e. vibrational-based 
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imaging) that does provide the chemical specificity required for molecular identification 

when needed. 

1.3 Vibrational-transition based imaging 

This section discusses the vibrational interactions that light can have with matter. Both 

Raman scatter and infrared absorption interact with stable vibrational levels of a molecule 

through two different mechanisms and can probe different information about vibrations. 

The two techniques are therefore inherently complementary. This section introduces the 

reader to these techniques and discusses the differences between the two. 

1.3.1 Infrared Absorption 

Infrared (IR) absorption occurs with the absorption of a photon of light corresponding to 

the energy of a vibrational transition within a molecule. This results in large cross-

sections and provides sensitivity within the fingerprint region of the electromagnetic 

spectrum. IR absorption corresponds to wavelengths of approximately 0.750 - 1000μm. 

This results in lower-resolution images due to the wavelength dependence of the 

diffraction-limit of light. See Figure 1.1 for a visual relationship between the regions of 

the electromagnetic spectrum.  

IR absorption is sensitive due to it being an absorptive phenomenon. IR absorption relies 

on a change in the dipole moment of the molecule during a vibration and that the 

absorption takes place between two adjacent vibrational energy levels (i.e. v = 0 to v = 1 

or v = 1 to v = 2 where v is the vibrational energy level). As such, this provides a 

chemical vibrational fingerprint of the molecule and allows for the detection of several 

(or more) analytes in a single sample. Biological and inorganic species are easily 
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measured with IR.
17-19

  While IR imaging has been historically difficult to use in aqueous 

media due to broad-band water absorption (v(O-H)), the use of attenuated total reflection 

(ATR) IR has made this possible through interrogation of a short path length whereby the 

analyte should be in- or close-contact with the surface of the substrate.
19, 20

 IR imaging 

has applications within forensics in the identification of biological fluids,
21

 and in the 

pharmaceutical industry
22

 providing that different analytes and potential containments 

can be differentiated with this technique. Due to the diffraction-limit of light, however, 

the image quality will always have a lower resolution than similar measurements 

analyzed with fluorescence and absorption (in the visible portion of the electromagnetic 

spectrum). Therefore, implementation of a wavelength-independent phenomenon 

providing fingerprint vibration information is necessary for higher-resolution, far-field 

images. 

1.3.2 Raman 

Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering of light due to interactions with a molecule or 

particle significantly smaller than the wavelength of light used to interrogate a sample 

providing vibrational information as a fingerprint of the analyte. This phenomenon is 

wavelength independent and can be used in the UV through NIR portions of the 

spectrum, and ideal for imaging considering the resolution of an image is partially 

dependent on the wavelength of light used to interrogate the system. Raman scattering 

can occur so long as the energy of the light interrogating a particular vibration is greater 

than the energy of the vibration itself and is therefore not absorbed. For Raman signals to 

be adequately obtained, lasers must be employed for their narrow bandwidth of emitted 

light; any vibrations that are less energetic than the frequency of the laser employed can 
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have a Raman signal. Therefore, with Raman imaging, the wavelength can be tuned away 

from absorption bands of potential interferents and, in biomedical imaging, out into the 

“biological window” (> 700nm) which is where many common biological substances no 

longer absorb. 

 Raman scattering requires a change in the polarizability of a molecule as the light passes 

through a vibration. Just as in IR, the change in the vibrational level is v = ± 1; in other 

words, the scattering phenomenon will be from v = 0 to past v = 1, into a virtual level, 

prior to “relaxing” back down to v = 1. The energy transferred to the molecule from the 

photon results in a lower energy “emission” of the photon called Stokes shift, while 

energy transferred to the photon from the molecule results in higher energy “emission” of 

the photon called an Anti-Stokes shift. See the partial Jablonski diagram in Figure 1.6 for 

further detail. As described earlier, straight vertical arrows are indicative of an energy 

transition due to a photon interacting with the material. Horizontal lines represent 

electronic (Si) and vibrational (vi) levels. A dashed horizontal line represents a virtual 

state that is a fleeting, non-stable energy state induced by a photonic interaction. When 

compared to IR, however, Raman is inherently weak with cross sections on the order of 

10
-17

cm
2
 and 10

-29
cm

2
 for IR and Raman respectively. While employing lasers have the 

advantage of more photons per unit area (and therefore higher Raman signals), powerful 

lasers can also damage the sample under investigation. 

Raman imaging has applications within the food industry,
23, 24

 pharmaceuticals,
25

 

biology,
26, 27

 explosives detection,
28, 29

 and forensics
29, 30

 highlighting the diversity in 

which Raman chemical imaging can be employed. Understanding the spatial location of 

analytes can be imperative, especially when considering something like quality control 
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within the food industry or within pharmaceuticals. Furthermore, quantification of an 

analyte within a spatial location provide insight into biological processes without 

absorption from the aqueous medium.
31

  

IR and Raman are advantageous to use for imaging due to the chemical specific 

fingerprints that they provide and considering that they are mechanistically different; 

both techniques are complementary to each other. One key advantage of Raman and IR 

over other optical spectroscopies is that the signals obtained are inherent to the analyte or 

molecule under investigation owing this to the vibration of the molecule. Lasers that are 

higher in wavelength and therefore less likely to damage the sample can be employed for 

Raman measurements. A key advantage of Raman over IR is that there is no broadband 

scatter due to water, and biological species and/or analyte in aqueous media may be 

investigated with ease. Since Raman is inherently weak, there is a need to further increase 

the sensitivity of Raman despite the use of lasers. This can be achieved, as described in 

the following section, by surface enhancement techniques.  

1.4 Surface Enhanced Techniques 

Combining sensitivity and selectivity, especially when striving to understand the spatial 

location of analytes, is of key importance. Sensitivity is necessary for the potentially 

small amount of material within each imaging area and selectivity is important to 

differentiate one material from another within an image. One such way of combining 

these two parameters is through plasmonic enhancement. Plasmonic enhancement is due 

to a collective oscillation of the conductive band electrons of a metal-coated substrate 

that is in resonance with the frequency of light being used.
32

 This collective oscillation 

effectively increases the cross section of a molecule that is in close proximity to the 
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Figure 1.7: Cartoon representation of surface plasmon resonance (SPR), metal enhanced fluorescence 

(MEF) and surface enhanced Raman scatter (SERS). In SPR, an analyte residing within an 

evanescent field causes a spectral shift in the resonance absorption profile. MEF is caused by a non-

radiative energy transfer between the nanoparticle (NP) and the analyte (and vice versa) resulting in 

the co-emission of fluorescence from the analyte and the NP and must be between 5-15nm from the 

surface of the NP.  In SERS, the analyte must be within near contact (< 5nm) of the NP surface for 

the near-field interactions of the plasmon coupling and increased scatter from primarily the NP.  

surface of the substrate. Surface plasmons propagate across a metallic interface while 

localized surface plasmons are within metallic nanostructures.
32, 33

 The plasmons are 

dependent on the metal type. Group 13 and group 14 metals can be used for plasmons, 

though coinage (i.e. Au, Ag, Cu, Al) are most often used.
32, 34, 35

 The size (i.e. 50 – 100‟s 

nm) and shape (i.e. hole, spike, rod, pyramid) of the underlying nanostructure will also 

define the plasmons which can be varied to match the application desired and is 

dependent on the light being used.
36-40

 Arrays of nanostructures on a substrate can be 

used for imaging as well; this provides areas of locally strong enhancement resulting in 

chemical information at each point of the nanostructured surface.
41-48

 Figure 1.7 shows a 

cartoon representation of surface enhancement when a nanoparticle is employed for the 
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techniques discussed below. 

Two common techniques that utilize plasmonic enhancement are surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR) and metal enhanced fluorescence (MEF), represented pictorially in 

Figure 1.7. SPR probes the local environment (<100nm from the surface) by an 

evanescent field of a surface plasmon propagating across a metallic surface (depicted as 

the red field extending from the nanoparticle‟s surface).
49-52

 Changes in the dielectric 

constant on or near the surface cause a spectral shift in the resonance absorption that is 

measured.
49, 50, 52

 Imaging arrays have been developed for SPR and primarily used for 

biosensing whereby binding of an analyte or a protein causes the spectral shift 

observed.
53-56

  

MEF, however, is due to a different mechanism. Increased emission of the fluorescence is 

due to a dipole interaction of the fluorophore and plasmonic structure providing a rapid, 

non-radiative transfer between the two followed by the radiative emission of both the 

metal and the fluorophore.
57-62

 Unlike SPR, the fluorophore must be within an optimal 

distance of 10-20nm of the nanoparticle‟s surface for an increase in emission requiring 

precise control of fluorophore distance from the metallic nanostructures and is due to 

metallic materials quenching fluorescence in close proximity.
49, 59, 61, 63, 64

 MEF imaging 

has primarily been used for bioimaging and biomarkers where core-shell and other 

distance-precise materials for binding and signaling have been employed.
47, 65-69

  

1.4.1 Surface Enhanced Raman Scatter 

Surface enhanced Raman scatter (SERS) is the primary focus of the surface enhanced 

modalities as this is used in this document. SERS is dependent on two mechanisms, an 
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electromagnetic enhancement, and a chemical enhancement, that work in concert to 

provide the full enhancing effect.
70-73

 As with other plasmonic techniques, these too 

require a nanostructured metallic surface but must be within 5 nm or closer to the surface 

for enhancement to occur. See Figure 1.7 for a generalized scheme of how SERS works. 

Understanding the general mechanisms by which an enhancement strategy works aids in 

understanding the output from the transducer. Plasmonic enhancement for Raman 

scattering is only at near contact (<5nm) and therefore helps define the depth of view 

when imaging. The enhancement is provided by two mechanisms simultaneously: the 

electromagnetic mechanism, providing the majority of the enhancement at a 10
6
 – 10

11
 

fold increase in signal
74

 or by the chemical mechanism, providing 10
2
 – 10

3
 fold increase 

in signal.
49, 74, 75

 The distance dependence of SERS is due to the electromagnetic 

enhancement whereby the analyte experiences the oscillating electric field that exists 

within the plasmon on the surface and results in higher intensity of the electric field.
32, 49, 

76
 In addition, scattered radiation can also couple with the plasmonic surface further 

increasing the electromagnetic enhancement.
49, 77

 SERS imaging is often used in 

biomedical (i.e. drug delivery and detection or biological imaging) and in high-resolution 

imaging and surface characterizations.
5, 43, 78-82

 

As sensitivity has increased, so has the drive towards imaging smaller concentrations of 

analyte, towards the ultimate goal of single molecule. As such, increased sensitivity has 

made the nanoscale world available. Various techniques have been developed to achieve 

visualization below the diffraction-limit of light and is generally called super resolution 

chemical imaging (SRCI) and is discussed in the following section. 
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1.5 Super resolution chemical imaging 

Super resolution chemical imaging is defined by an image providing chemical 

information that is below the diffraction-limit of light for that particular system. The 

diffraction-limit can be approximated as one-half the wavelength of light that is 

employed, and comes out of Eq 1.1. SRCI techniques were born from the development of 

a near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) technique in the 1980s that allowed a 

sub-wavelength aperture to transmit light.
83, 84

 Advances in SRCI were primarily 

achieved through the inherent sensitivity provided from the high quantum yield of select 

fluorophores and through optical modulation and increased computing power. However, 

vibrational techniques have shown to be approximately as sensitive as fluorescence in 

many cases when enhancement is utilized in the imaging. 

1.5.1 Fluorescence -based Super Resolution Chemical Imaging 

In general, there are three ways of achieving super resolution images. The first is using a 

sub-wavelength aperture or the apex of a small nano-triangle (or similar) on a cantilever 

to obtain the chemical signals from only the small aperture or tip. These techniques 

require raster scanning of  the probe across the surface to create an image.
85, 86

 Since the 

signal is only originating from this small area of the aperture or the cantilever tip and can 

be characterized, the resolution is defined by their size. NSOM and tip-enhanced 

techniques utilize these methods.   

A second way of obtaining a super-resolved image is through photoswitching abilities. 

These techniques rely on the ability to temporally modulate a subset of the population of 

fluorophores either optically or temporally (i.e. with relaxation to its original state).
87

This 

requires a fluorophore to be in an “on” state or an “off” state and be able to switch 
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between the two. Techniques such as photo activated localization microscopy (PALM) 

and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) utilize this. These techniques 

excite a sparse subset of the population of fluorophores (i.e. < 1 fluorophore per 

diffraction-limited spot). The centroid of each diffraction-limited spot (i.e. fluorophore 

emitting) is calculated. The fluorophore is then turned “off” typically with irradiation of a 

different frequency of light. This process then repeats. The centroids are calculated with 

more precision than the diffraction-limited spot due to the number of times the centroid is 

calculated and therefore results in super-resolved images when reconstructed into a single 

image. These techniques require up to thousands of images to successfully reconstruct an 

image and are computationally taxing. 

Lastly, a third way of obtaining super-resolved images is through structured 

illumination.
88, 89

 These techniques illuminate the sample in a structured or patterned way 

and move the pattern across the sample to illuminate it in entirety. One generalized 

technique is structured illumination microscopy (SIM). An example of this is parallel 

illumination in the form of a sine wave with high intensity light at each peak of the sine 

wave and no intensity at each trough. This pattern is scanned through the sample 

providing illumination to each area. After computerized analysis, the super resolved 

image is reconstructed. Some techniques such as stimulated emission by depletion 

(STED) microscopy actually utilize both structured illumination and photoswitching 

whereby the excited state is depleted, or “turned off”, through stimulated emission at a 

faster rate than the surrounding fluorescence naturally occurs.  

Despite huge gains in chemical imaging through SR techniques, most of the techniques 

employ fluorescence as the spectroscopic interrogation method to provide the sensitivity, 
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thereby limiting their inherent molecular identification. These include a lack of molecular 

specificity within the spectrum and indirect measurements of location and/or activity. In 

fact, there are only 10‟s of fluorophores and 10‟s of proteins used for fluorescence SRCI, 

many of which have significant spectral overlap.
31

 Furthermore, when two or more 

fluorophores are employed, controls need to be used to ensure that there is a significantly 

small amount of overlap between the fluorophores as to not obtain false positives when 

filtering. This section highlights only key points of these techniques. There are many 

more hyphenated techniques and small variations of the ones listed above. The reader is 

directed towards several of the many reviews and information available at the following 

sources.
29, 31, 87, 90, 91

 

1.5.2 Vibrational super-resolution chemical imaging 

In order to obtain fingerprint information from trace amounts of analyte to single 

molecules, SRCI using vibrational spectroscopy can be employed. There have been three 

main advances with SRCI in Raman imaging and are SERS, tip enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy (TERS), and structured illumination techniques. Mainly, employing 

plasmonic enhancement (SERS and TERS) has been at the forefront of vibrational SRCI. 

First, structured illumination will be discussed due to its similarities to the fluorescence-

based techniques.   

1.5.1.1 Structured illumination for Raman based SRCI 

Structured illumination can be used in several ways for vibrational SRCI. In a non-

enhancement strategy, non-linear spectroscopy can be used. In coherent anti-stokes 

Raman spectroscopy (CARS), three pump beams are used: one that pumps from the 

ground vibrational state to a virtual state, a second pump that stimulates the relaxation 
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from the virtual state to the first excited vibrational state, and a third laser that pumps 

from the first excited vibrational state to a second, higher energy virtual state. When this 

energy is in resonance, or matches a vibrational frequency of an anti-Stokes shift, the 

scatter is generated with a squared dependence on the number of molecules present, 

providing higher intensity than Raman alone. See Figure 1.6 for a partial Jablonski 

diagram and a recent review for further detail describing CARS in bioimaging.
92

 

CARS has been shown theoretically
9, 11, 93

 and experimentally
9, 12, 94

 to surpass the 

diffraction-limit of light by using structured illumination. Theoretically, the resolution 

when imaging with CARS can be increased by modification of the point spread function 

(PSF) of the system. This is an analogous way of describing the pattern of illumination on 

the surface of the sample. Beeker et al. uses a fourth patterned “control” beam to 

populate the first excited vibrational state that suppresses the CARS output in such a way 

that is analogous to STED.
11

 This technique uses a Gaussian beam (TEM00) to pump the 

sample while using a donut-shaped beam (TEM01) to deplete the first excited vibrational 

state, effectively squeezing the PSF of the Gaussian beam to a smaller point. This type of 

ground state depletion was shown practically using tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) 

(        
  ) with an envisioned increase in resolution to 175nm, though evidence was 

not provided showing this.
12

  Alternatively, phase masks can be used with the existing 

three pump beams to further reduce the PSF and thus increase the resolution of the image 

in which one example provided 150nm spatial resolution imaging Si nanowires.
9, 93-95

  

1.5.1.2 Tip-enhanced methods 

Plasmonic enhancement can also be used to provide super-resolved images. A 

localization of the electric field at the apex of a nanoscale, raster scanned tip provides 
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chemical images at the nanoscale.
96

 In these methods, a cantilever with a metal-coated 

pyramid (or similar point-like nanostructure) on the end is brought into contact (i.e. < 

5nm) with a material of interest. The metal-coated pyramid localizes the electric field to 

the apex of the tip creating an enhanced area approximately the size of the apex of the 

pyramid; typically ones to tens of nanometers in size. Tip enhanced techniques can utilize 

both the visible and the NIR region of the spectrum, providing further flexibility in the 

samples that can be used.
15, 20, 22, 96-98

 One long-standing area of concern with tip-

enhanced techniques, however, is the reproducibility of the tips used for imaging. While 

the apex of the tip is what defines the resolution, each tip will often have a specific 

enhancement and resolution associated with it and therefore there is tip-to-tip variability. 

This disadvantage is overcome by the use of mass fabrication of template-stripped 

pyramids with over 95% reproducibility in the template.
45

  

1.5.1.3 SERS 

Nanoparticles were first used as aggregates for SERS imaging. However, these often 

aggregated to form dimers or higher-order aggregates in a random fashion leading to 

hotspots (i.e. unintentional and random locations of uncharacteristically high intensity) 

and irreproducibility. While this is a disadvantage for imaging in a wide-field format, 

aggregation is advantageous for measuring single molecules residing within the hotspot. 

Considering the analyte can reside within a hotspot that is sub-diffraction-limited, and 

this location can be imaged with high accuracy, this has been exploited as a single-

molecule super-resolution SERS (SM-SRSERS) imaging technique.
99

   

SM-SRSERS utilizes similar observation and post-processing techniques as the STORM 

technique in fluorescence and is analogous. In short, many images are obtained and in 
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each image, the centroid of the signal originating from the single molecule in the junction 

of nanoparticles is calculated.
17, 79, 100-103

 The centroid from the PSF of the image can be 

estimated, with many observations, with rather high accuracy from 1-10‟s of 

nanometers.
17, 101

 Once the images are obtained and the centroid calculated, the images 

are reconstructed with high spatial resolution accuracy of <5nm.
101

 It is also possible to 

distinguish luminescence from the nanoparticles with respect to the SERS junction by 

fitting both signals to centroids; they are often separate and distinguishable.
100

 This 

advance allows for the deconvolution of the two signals and therefore higher precision. 

Alternative to aggregated nanoparticles, patterned arrays can be used for SERS imaging. 

These techniques reconstruct images after many images of hotspots are obtained. In a 

similar capacity to SM-SRSERS, many images are obtained of the plasmonic substrate 

with an analyte present and then each single hotspot is fit with a two-dimensional 

Gaussian distribution to find the location. Using patterned arrays of nanoholes provides 

specific locations of the hotspots and thus higher electric field concentrating there while 

retaining a larger field of view. These can be modulated based on using a diffuser to 

scatter the incoming radiation and spatial resolution can be increased to within 10nm.
18, 19

 

Additionally, using a technique more closely related to TERS and NSOM, a fiber optic 

bundle can be modified providing a reproducible SERS platform available for surface 

studies.
104-106

 In these studies, fiber-optic bundles are tapered, etched and metal-coated 

providing an array of thousands of high-intensity localized electric fields co-localized 

around the fiber optics. Each fiber optic acts as a point source the size of the tapered fiber 

optic and ranges from 100‟s of nanometers to microns. This technique has the advantages 

of SERS with focusing of the electric field, while retaining reproducibility across the 
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substrate as well as a periodic array of information similar to the patterned arrays with 

nanoholes. However, using arrayed platforms can yield cross-talk, a form of signal cross-

over, typically dependent on how closely packed the array is.  

Scanning techniques often take a long time to complete an entire image, reducing 

temporal capabilities and the wide-field imaging techniques tend to need hundreds to 

thousands of images to produce a super-resolved image. Therefore, there is a need for a 

wide-field, non-scanning imaging technique that does not require thousands of images for 

a high spatial resolution reconstructed image. As such, this thesis will address concerns 

associated with optical cross-talk on a densely packed nanoscale optical array for SERS 

imaging in a wide-field, non-scanning format, as well as post-processing techniques that 

can be employed providing higher resolution SERS images than what can be achieved 

with the fiber-bundle itself.  

1.6 Conclusion 

While there are many different forms of imaging, and specifically chemical optical 

imaging, there are only select techniques that provide the researcher with a unique 

fingerprint of the sample under investigation. To this end, there is a need to provide high 

spatial resolution and reproducible fingerprint images. The technique utilizing fiber optic 

bundles for sub-diffraction-limited chemical imaging in a non-scanning, wide field 

format will be expanded upon and new methods for increasing the resolution beyond its 

inherent capabilities will be discussed in this document.  
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Chapter 2: Optical Cross Talk 

2.1. Introduction 

Near field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) was the first technique to provide super 

resolution optical imaging.
1
 Using a sufficiently small aperture and a strong enough 

signal, an NSOM device (metal-coated pipette tip or optical fiber) can provide 

indefinitely high resolution. Resolution degradation and therefore the utility of such an 

instrument are, however, often limited to the light (wavelength employed and throughput) 

that can actually be collected from the nanoscale aperture. When light is collected from a 

sub-wavelength aperture, the signal originates in the near-field and must progress up the 

waveguide (typically a fiber optic and henceforth used interchangeably) as an evanescent 

wave where the power of the light transmitted to the far-field is dependent to the fourth 

power of the diameter of the aperture and intensity decreases with the inverse square of 

distance. 
2,3

 Once the fiber has widened enough for the photon to “exist” (i.e. 

approximately one-half the wavelength of the light being employed), the evanescent 

wave scatters into the far-field and a propagating mode of the light can then travel up the 

fiber via total internal reflection. 

Since the diameter of the aperture and the distance the evanescent wave must travel are 

two defining characteristics of the amount of light transmitted from the near-field to the 

far-field (i.e. measureable light from a tapered fiber), several key parameters of the 

bundle (i.e. aperture size and taper length) must be taken into account. One such 

parameter is the taper length, which controls the amount of light lost in the near-field due 

to the distance dependence of the non-propagating evanescent wave that is collected into 
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the fiber. Additionally, the aperture size parameter drastically reduces the amount of light 

that can enter the fiber as the aperture size decreases. 

Multiple fiber optics can be used in parallel such as in a system employing fiber imaging 

bundles. By having a core material and cladding material that have different refractive 

indices, light can travel into the core material and totally internal reflect before being 

transmitted to the distal end of the bundle. Imaging bundles have two or more fiber 

elements in a single bundle that run in parallel and are often ordered from one end to the 

other to allow image transmission.
4, 5

 However, any light leaking from one fiber optic 

element to the next can degrade the resolution and is termed cross-talk. While imaging 

fibers are manufactured in such a way that the cross-talk is minimal, manipulating the 

imaging fiber and/or lower energy light can cause undesired cross-talk.
6
 Therefore, to 

mitigate cross-talk in a imaging fiber bundles, the bundle should be kept large and short 

enough to reduce such adverse coupling between two adjacent fibers. 

Measuring cross-talk is completed by ensuring that the observed light emitted from a 

single fiber element of an imaging bundle is due to the illumination of a single fiber 

element within the bundle. The most direct measurement of cross-talk can be completed 

by illuminating one fiber in a bundle with a tightly focused laser
6
 or white-light source

7
 

while imaging the proximal face of the fiber bundle and accounting for the amount of 

light in the fibers adjacent to the fiber being illuminated. A cartoon representation of this 

is shown below in Figure 2.1. Alternative methods for use when the fiber elements are 

below the diffraction-limit  of light (thereby excluding optical focusing of an 

electromagnetic field into a single fiber element) include using a diffused white light 

source incident on the distal end of the bundle while video-recording the angle dependent 
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Figure 2.1: Cartoon representation of the traditional way of measuring cross-talk whereby a focused 

light (either a laser or white light) is coupled into a single fiber element while the output is measured on 

the opposite end. A) represents a fiber bundle with no cross-talk while B) represents a fiber bundle with 

cross-talk.   

transmission of the proximal end.
8
 This results in different frames having groups of fibers 

illuminated. In some series of frames, a single fiber-element is illuminated while the 

surrounding fibers are not and vice-versa, allowing for the quantification of cross-talk.  

Currently, imaging probes have been tapered, etched and coated in metal to create 

apertures of varying sizes (down to sub-diffraction-limited) capable of producing surface 

enhanced Raman scatter (SERS) images, increasing the resolution and versatility of the 

imaging bundle.
8, 9

 In doing so, the core material becomes smaller in diameter with a 

commensurate decrease in the cladding thickness. As the cladding thickness decreases, 

the potential for cross-talk increases due to an increase in the probability of light fully 
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penetrating the cladding and leaking  into an adjacent fiber element. Due to using sub-

wavelength apertures, a new way of imaging fiber bundles is necessary since the 

diffraction-limit of light precludes the coupling of a laser (or white light source) into an 

individual fiber element within the imaging fiber bundle.   

Fiber bundle arrays are 1mm in diameter and consist of 30,000 individual fiber elements 

that are 4µm in diameter. Modifying the size and surface through tapering whereby the 

total bundle is approximately 20µm and the fiber elements are approximately 50nm in 

diameter prohibits the use of traditional methods of cross-talk measurement due to a 

nearly zero efficiency of transmission at sub-wavelength dimensions. Previously, 

fluorescent beads have been used as light sources in the tapered end of the probe for 

cross-talk analyses on such tapered probes.
9
 The fluorescent beads were chemically 

cross-linked to the silica core of an individual fiber element resulting in fluorescence 

originating inside an individual nanowell and propagating to the proximal end. However, 

stochastic fluorescent events were not observed inasmuch as there were no individually 

illuminated fiber elements; either all the fiber elements were illuminated or none were 

illuminated and cross-talk could not be determined.
9
 Furthermore, this precludes a 

measurement of crosstalk when the fiber bundles are tapered to a diameter that is on the 

same order of magnitude as the size of the beads because they are not likely to fit inside 

the nano-well. Moreover, as sensing modalities continue to decrease in size (i.e. smaller 

pixels, smaller apertures) and additional SERS geometries arise,
10

 quantification of cross-

talk in arrayed platforms are becoming increasingly significant. Understanding and 

characterizing cross-talk within different geometries, including that of arrayed fiber 
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optics, is necessary to ensure accurate spatial information is obtained when imaging at 

sub-wavelength scales.  

This chapter highlights progress towards developing a robust protocol for measuring 

cross-talk in such arrays. Quantum dots are employed as individual point sources within 

the nanowells due to their small (4-5nm) diameters. Due to the quantum dot‟s high 

quantum efficiency, this arrangement allows light to originate in individual wells and the 

quantification of cross-talk realized. Furthermore, the on/off nature observed with use of 

fluorescent beads is also overcome using this method.  

2.2. Experimental 

2.2.1 Fiber Bundle Preparation 

The preparation and fabrication of fiber bundles have been previously described.
8, 11-13

  In 

short, fiber bundles were purchased from Sumitomo Electric Industries (IGN-08/30) and 

were used as received. A 7.5 cm long section is cut from the bundle and mechanically 

polished using lapping film with grits of 5-, 3-, 1-, and 0.3µm (Thor Labs). After each 

lapping film is used, the bundle is washed thoroughly and visually inspected for abnormal 

defects with an optical microscope.  

Polished bundles are then tapered using a Sutter P-2000 micropipette puller instrument. 

Specialized programs are used to taper fiber bundles with different diameters while 

maintaining image coherency from end-to-end. See Appendix A for a program used, a 

listing of the parameters employed, and the resulting fiber element diameter achieved. 

Following tapering, each fiber bundle is also visually inspected via optical microscope to 

ensure the tapered end appears flat and not chipped, cracked, or broken. 
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Following polishing and tapering to the desired dimensions (when using tapered 

bundles), fiber bundles are etched using a 25% (v/v%) hydrofluoric acid solution in 

water. The tips of the bundles are submerged into the etchant solution at a constant depth. 

Untapered bundles are etched for 60 seconds while tapered bundles are etched for 150 

seconds.  Etching is subsequently quenched by submerging the tips into double distilled 

deionized water with sonication and/or manual agitation for at least 150 seconds.  

Metal deposition on the fiber bundles is achieved using a Denton Vacuum Explorer 

physical vapor deposition system. Fiber bundles are suspended on a rotating motor at 

approximately 45° above a tungsten evaporating boat with Ag shot (99.99% pure, Kurt J. 

Lesker Company, Clairton, PA) in it. The motor is then rotated under vacuum (< 5x10
-6

 

torr) and metal is deposited onto the etched end of the fiber bundle at rates of 0.4 Å/s – 

1.0Å/s. Total Ag deposited on the untapered bundles were approximately 75nm while 

tapered bundles had approximately 20nm Ag deposited. See Appendix B for a complete 

description of the deposition process.  

Bundles can also be reused for acquisition of subsequent images by thorough cleaning. 

To ensure complete removal of QDs during such cleaning, the bundles are soaked in 6.0N 

HNO3 for at least one hour. This dissolves the Ag and the QDs. Cleaned and stripped 

bundles are then rinsed with deionized water (DI H2O) and left in an oven (55° C) for at 

least two hours, but typically overnight, to ensure the nano-wells were dry. 

2.2.2 Quantum Dots 

Quantum dots were purchased from Cytodiagnostics (FN-665-A-5MG; Burlington, ON, 

Canada) and used as received. Several concentrations of QDs were made in toluene with 
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concentrations ranging from 6x10
8
 QD/L to 6x10

16
 QD/L.  Prior to deposition of the QDs 

on the fiber bundles, each solution was vortexed for 15 seconds, sonicated for 60, 

seconds and vortexed again for 15 more seconds to ensure that the QDs were not 

aggregating and fully separated in the solution. These solutions are stored in the 

refrigerator while not in use. 

2.2.3 Spectroscopy System 

All spectra were obtained with a custom-built spectrometer. This spectroscopy system 

was arranged in backscatter geometry and employs an Acton SpectraPro 500i 

spectrometer for spectral dispersion (see Figure 2.2A). All spectra were obtained with 2-

second acquisition times and nine accumulations following excitation with a 633nm laser 

(JDS Uniphase, model 1145; 25mW). The distal end of the fiber bundles were placed at 

the focus of a 10X microscope objective (Nikon Plan 10 X/0.25) on a stage. The bundle 

 

Figure 2.2: The custom-built spectrometer used for spectroscopic analysis, where the red line is 

representative of the laser line, and the dashed line is the collected fluorescence (A); Microscope used 

for imaging of the fiber bundles (B), close-up of a tapered fiber bundle used. 
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was then positioned in the x, y, and z planes for optimal signal-to-noise ratio of the 

fluorescence emitting from the QD.  

2.2.4 Microscopic Imaging System 

Bright field and fluorescence images of the bundles with QDs embedded within the 

nanowells were obtained using an inverted, epi-fluorescence microscope (TE2000-S; see 

Figure 2.2B), recording transmitted light through the proximal end of an etched, metal 

coated fiber bundle (see Figure 2.2B, C). A filter cube containing a 594nm - 651nm 

excitation filter and emission band pass of 669nm - 726nm  for transmission of the 

fluorescent light was employed. 20X magnification was used for all measurements, 

unless otherwise noted. Images of the bundles were captured on either an Andor iKon-M 

CCD with 30-second acquisition times averaged over 6 frames or an SBIG ST-7XE 

(Santa Barbra Instrument Group) imaging CCD with a single frame ranging from 300 - 

900 seconds. The image illumination of the tapered probes was not uniform and therefore 

the center portion of the image was used where illumination was more consistent. The 

pixel-distance relationship for determination of fiber element diameter was determined 

using a standard microscope calibration slide with 20 - 160μm calibration bars. Image 

analysis was completed using Image J (v. 1.48; National Institute of Health). 

2.3. Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Quantum Dot Loading 

QDs must be diluted to an appropriate concentration and loaded into the prepared etched 

and coated fiber bundles in order to sparsely populate the fiber bundles with QDs for 

acquiring cross-talk measurements. To ensure QDs did not occupy adjacent fiber 
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elements, QD concentrations were kept less than 1 QD per 100 fiber elements resulting in 

no more than approximately 3,000 QD over the entire fiber bundle. The concentrations to 

be used were conservatively approximated by calculating the volume of each fiber well 

that was to be occupied and then diluting the QDs appropriately based upon the 

manufacture data of the QD concentration received in the stock solution. Assuming a 

4μm fiber element, and an anisotropic etching rate of 150nm/min to achieve filling 1 out 

of every 100 fiber elements, this relationship can be employed: 

  [
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  Eq. 2.1 

To ensure that there are QDs embedded as expected, the concentration of QDs was varied 

from what was found from Eq. 2.1 to achieve either more or less fiber wells illuminated 

during interrogation. As seen in Figure 2.3, as the concentration of QDs is increased, 

there is a detectable luminescence consistent with QDs only when the QDs were at their 

highest measured concentration (6x10
16

 QD/L; λmax = 672nm). At the highest 

concentration measured there were still only approximately 20 measureable points out of 

approximately 25,000 fiber elements observed, resulting in less than one-tenth of one 

percent of measurable observations compared to the total number of fiber elements. 

While the concentration of QDs needed to achieve luminescence was larger than 

expected, the luminescence was monitored with each addition of a diluted QD solution, 

ensuring that luminescence was not detectable until the 6x10
16

 QD/L was used, as shown 

in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Luminescent spectra of the quantum dots at concentrations ranging from 0 QD/L to 6x10
16

 

QD/L. The only concentration producing a luminescent spectrum is at 6x10
16

 QD L
-1

.  

 

2.3.2 Cross-talk evaluation 

Fiber imaging probes were evaluated before and after QD deposition via spectroscopic 

and imaging analyses. Using both techniques validates the presence of QDs within the 

fiber bundle. Furthermore, fiber bundles were analyzed with increasing concentrations of 

QDs in order to add the minimal number of QDs necessary for cross-talk measurements 

and ensure sparsely populated  fiber element wells.  

2.3.2.1 Untapered Fiber Bundles 

To determine the cross-talk present for a particular group of neighboring fiber elements, 

first the fiber bundle was imaged onto the CCD for identification of fiber elements and 

fiber cladding. The pixels associated with each element and its surrounding cladding was 

identified by the areas of high and low intensity, respectively, when imaged with a 

broadband light source, as seen in Figure 2.4. A 2x2 region of interest (ROI) is chosen 
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Figure 2.4: A 2x2 box is outlined around four pixels in the manner in which data were obtained for 

this cross-talk study. The 2x2 box was chosen because it includes only pixels that are from the 

luminesence of the fiber element and excludes the surrounding fiber cladding resulting in comparable 

data from image-to-image. 

such that only the interior of the fiber element is included, ensuring that the decreased 

intensity of the cladding is not incorporated into the cross-talk measurement. When 

selecting the ROI, it was ensured that the brightest pixel of the fiber element was 

incorporated to represent the total signal (sum of the individual pixels) as accurately as 

possible. Furthermore, all values reported below are provided with 95% confidence 

interval, unless otherwise noted.  

Figure 2.5 shows a white light transmission image of a fiber bundle (Figure 2.5A) and 

two concentrations of QDs (Figure 2.5B, 6x10
12

 QD/L; Figure 2.5C, 6x10
16

 QD/L) at the 

same spatial location. This figure shows an increase in signal intensity in one or more 

fiber elements while the cladding remains dark (Figure 2.5C) as evident through the 

central pixel having the most intensity and a ring of low intensity around it. This is 

important to note as foreign material can unintentionally adsorb onto the proximal surface 

creating a luminescent area that is not bounded by the cladded and is therefore on top of 
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Figure 2.5: White light image of a small area on a fiber bundle (A), fluorescent image of the same 

bundle that has been dip coated in a quantum dot solution of 6x10
14

 QD/L (B), and a fluorescent image 

of the same bundle that has been dip-coated in a quantum dot solution of 6x10
16 

QD/ L (C). All images 

are of the same area and have the same contrast for comparison purposes.  

the surface being imaged and not a QD. During analysis, each illuminated area was 

analyzed and confirmed to have no foreign material present both prior to and after 

addition of the QDs via white light images similar to that in Figure 2.5A whereby the 

fiber was placed on the inverted microscope and illuminated from the proximal end.  

Therefore a group of fiber elements possessing cross-talk is defined as a single fiber 

element with a QD present (manifested by a single, brightly luminescent fiber element) 

and any of the surrounding 6 fiber elements having an intensity value above the average 

of the background intensity of a representative sample of all the fiber elements with no 

QDs present. Cross-talk is calculated by measuring the ratio of the background-subtracted 

signal from the central fiber with respect to each of the surrounding background-

subtracted fibers. Threshold values for what to consider a QD were calculated at the 95% 

confidence level based on the analysis of 50 fiber elements with no QDs present equally 

spread across the imaging area. The amount of light (percentage) leaking from the central 

fiber into each surrounding fiber was calculated individually and then averaged together 

with a reported confidence of 95%. 
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Expressed mathematically: 

     
 

 
∑

    

  

 
    Eq. 2.2  

Where n is the number fiber elements in group (n = 6), ROIi is the sum total of the 2x2 

background subtracted ROI associated with the neighboring fiber element, i. QD is the 

background subtracted sum total intensity of the central fiber element within the ROI and 

represents the intensity of the QD emission.  

Cross-talk can manifest itself in two forms: a symmetric illumination of the six 

surrounding fiber elements or in a non-symmetrical form where only some of the fiber 

elements are illuminated. Pictorial representations and tabulated data are found in Table 

2.1. From these studies, it was found that 12% of the fiber elements observed had a 

symmetric illumination of the fiber elements surrounding a central fiber element with a 

QD present. Cross-talk for these was shown to have 10 ± 2% of the total luminescence in 

the surrounding fibers. The combination of symmetrical, non-symmetrical, and no 

illumination yields the most comprehensive and liberal measure cross-talk in which all 

possible combinations of measure are incorporated. This yields a measure of 2.2% ± 

0.6% of the light intensity leaking for the central fiber element to surrounding fiber 

elements. Less inclusive scenarios investigating the amount of light leaking from fiber-to-

fiber are 1) a measure of all the groups of fiber elements with some of the adjacent fiber 

elements illuminated (excluding groups with no measurable intensity) and 2) a measure 

of all of the groups of fiber elements with some or none of the adjacent fiber elements 

illuminated. The data for these scenarios are 6% ± 1% and 1.0% ± 0.4% of the light 

leaking from the core to the adjacent fibers and comprise approximately 27% and 88% of 
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Table 2.1: Summary of the cross-talk measurements of light leaking from a central fiber element 

illuminated with a QD to the adjacent fiber elements in untapered (4000nm) and tapered (271nm and 

32nm) fiber bundles. To help aid in understanding, the groups are represented in a visual form 

whereby the central circle is illuminated completely (white) to represent the fiber illuminated by a QD 

while the surrounding fibers are either fully illuminated (gray, cross-talk), partially illumiated or not 

illumiated (no measurable cross-talk). *Erorr is defined at the 95% confidence interval. 

 
the total recorded measurements, respectively. It is noteworthy that 88% of the total 

measurements only have 1.4% of the luminescence leaking from the core fiber element to 

the adjacent ones at the 95% confidence level. While 39% of the measured fiber elements 

had light leaking from the central fiber element (QD) into it, these data suggest that 

crosstalk is not a significant source of interference when imaging with non-tapered 

bundles.  
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Generally, however, it was observed that the QDs showed either no measurable cross-talk 

or they showed fiber elements that had luminescence present in adjacent fibers, but not 

all 6 adjacent fibers. Furthermore, determining if the QD is seated in the bottom of the 

nanowell or has adsorbed to a portion of the cladding that is not coated in metal was not 

feasible due to instrumentation needed for such measurements. However, this scenario 

could increase the cross-talk preferentially to one or several adjacent fiber element(s), not 

all 6 adjacent fiber elements as a QD seated in the bottom of the nanowells evenly 

luminescing would. The non-symmetric leakage may be due to QD(s) not seated in the 

bottom of the well and may be situated on the side of the well, closer to the fiber element 

that has a higher percentage of cross-talk. Quantum dot seating within a well will affect 

the average and standard deviation of such a measurement, and cause the data to trend 

towards larger cross-talk values if it is occurring. Therefore, with cross-talk measured at 

an average of 2.2% ± 0.6%, QD seating is not a significant issue.   

2.3.2.2 – Tapered Fiber Bundles 

As the fiber bundles are tapered further and the individual fiber elements reach 

nanometric dimensions, as shown in Figure 2.6, the previous methods of detecting cross-

talk are no longer feasible because the fiber element diameter is too small to focus a laser 

into a single element.
6, 7

 Additionally, the use of diffused light, as described in previous 

reports,
8, 9

 is not reasonable as one cannot preclude the scenario in which scattered light 

fills adjacent fibers elements resulting in artificially high cross-talk. To avoid chemical 

modification or cross linking on the surface of the probes, as previously described,
9
 and 

therefore potentially inhibit the ability of light transmission and/or total internal 

reflection, the use of QD has become a significant venture for determining the cross-talk. 
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Figure 2.6: A Tapered fiber bundle measuring approximately 13μm in diameter, providing fiber 

elements that are approximately 32nm in diameter. 

Furthermore, use of QDs is a ubiquitous approach as the QDs are small (~5nm) compared 

to most commercially available tapered apertures (≥50nm).  

Fiber-element well size for tapered fiber bundles is estimated for the volume and 

concentration needed for cross-talk measurements. To determine the well size within the 

fiber bundle, two parameters must be known: 1) the size of the individual fiber elements 

and 2) the rate of etching. It is further assumed that each fiber element is perfectly 

circular and the etching process proceeds to create a perfect cylinder, as is expected 

through the anisotropic etching of SiO2 with HF.
14, 15

 The etching rate is known to be 

approximately 150nm/min in a 25% HF (v/v%) solution in water.
8, 16

 The size of the 

individual fiber elements can be estimated by using a calibrated optical microscope to 

examine the cross-section of a tapered (or untapered) fiber bundle (shown in Figure 2.6) 

and employing the following relationship: 
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 Equation 2.2 

where: 

 DFE is the diameter of the fiber elements (in meters) 

 DFB is the diameter of the fiber bundle, as imaged on the microscope (in meters) 

 A is the active area to cladding ratio, as defined by the manufacturer; this is the 

area of active fiber elements (unit-less ratio) 

 B is the packing density for  hexagonally packed fiber elements and is used as an 

estimation of the packing density of the fiber elements in the array (unit-less) 

 C  is the number of fiber elements present in the fiber bundle array and is defined 

by the manufacturer (or could be counted if few enough elements are present) 

This relationship extends to all fiber-bundle arrays that are hexagonally packed.  For this 

particular system, A is 0.9, B is approximately 0.9069, and C is 30,000 fiber elements 

based on manufacturers documentation. With this information, the volume of the etched 

cylinder (i.e. nano-well) can be calculated. 

To examine and confirm consistency between tapered and non-tapered fiber bundles, 

additional tapered fiber bundles were used to evaluate cross-talk. Fiber bundles with 

individual fiber elements of approximately 271nm and 32nm were used. A similar 

process as above was followed, with increased drying time between adding the toluene 

and making the final measurements. The bundles were left over night after the QDs were 

added to ensure that all the toluene evaporated.  The data are tabulated in Table 2.1.  
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Upon evaluation of the larger (271nm fiber elements) fiber bundle, nine groups were 

measured with QDs present; 11% (one out of the nine) possessed a measurable amount of 

light leaking from the center fiber to adjacent fibers with 5% ± 12% of the light leaking. 

Therefore, the cross-talk associated with this fiber bundle (271nm fiber elements) is 

significantly different than the cross-talk associated with an untapered fiber bundle (4μm 

fiber elements).  Less than 2% of the total number of fiber elements evaluated possessed 

any cross-talk. When evaluating all fiber elements with QDs present, 0.5% ± 0.9% of the 

light leaking from the center to adjacent fibers was measured. The error of these 

measurements is high because the one fiber element that had cross-talk is approximately 

28% and is observed as a single fiber elements possessing this high percentage of cross-

talk, creating a large error associated with the one measurement. However, the overall 

amount of cross-talk is still consistent with what was previously observed with 

nanobeads.
9
 Furthermore, the number of fiber elements that had any cross-talk present, 

excluding the fiber elements with QDs in them, were less than 2%.  

The smaller fiber bundle with fiber elements approximately 32nm in diameter showed 

slightly higher cross-talk than the bundle with 271nm fiber elements, but is not 

statistically different than the fiber bundles with 4μm fiber elements or the fiber bundles 

with 271nm fiber elements. A total amount of cross-talk of 1.5% ± 0.5% was determined. 

In the image, there were 6 QDs identified, of which 33% possessed cross-talk with 

illumination of all 6 surrounding fiber elements, 50% of the groups had partial 

illumination of the surrounding fiber elements, and 17% of the groups had no 

illumination of the surrounding elements.  
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The bundle with 32nm fiber elements had 65% of the total fiber elements adjacent to the 

QDs possessing cross-talk. This is significantly higher when compared to untapered 

bundles. However, as shown above, at the 95% confidence level, there is at most 2% of 

the total luminesces leaking from fiber-to-fiber. This suggests that as the fiber bundle 

diameter decreases, the total number of elements with cross-talk increases, but the total 

amount of cross-talk (i.e. percentage of light leaking into an adjacent fiber) does not 

increase. This also makes sense with respect to previous reports
9
 whereby a polystyrene 

sphere functionalized with a dye molecule was attached to the metal-coated tips of the 

etched fiber elements. This study is flawed such that the highest surface area of the metal 

is at the apex of the tip, providing the highest likelihood of a binding event, at the outer-

most region of the fiber element significantly increasing the likelihood of cross-talk. Our 

technique, using embedded QDs in the nano-wells, is a better representation of how much 

light will actually leak from one fiber element to another fiber element (the definition of 

cross-talk) when imaging. 

While cross-talk using fiber-elements at sub-50 nm diameters does not provide a 

significant source of interference when imaging, it is worth noting that as the diameter of 

the fiber elements decrease, the overall time of image acquisition will increase due to the 

attenuated throughput of the sub-diffraction-limited apertures. Therefore, it is useful to 

pursue ventures that will subsequently increase resolution without necessarily decreasing 

the aperture size of the fiber elements. This will be discussed in Chapter 3 of this 

dissertation. 
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2.4. Conclusion 

Fiber bundles consisting of 30,000 individual fiber elements can be tapered to nanometric 

dimensions and therefore require a new way of quantifying cross-talk between adjacent 

fiber elements. Cross-talk measurements were found to impart an insignificant amount of 

light leaking from a central fiber element to the surrounding fiber elements. The amount 

of cross-talk for untapered fiber bundlers was 2.2% ± 0.6% at the 95% confidence level. 

This is consistent or provided a lesser amount of cross-talk with previous cross-talk 

measurements of approximately 7% above background intensity. Tapered fiber bundles 

(down to individual fiber elements of 32nm in diameter) showed a comparable degree of 

cross-talk (approximately 2%) which is also consistent with previous findings as well. 

This method circumvents the physical modification of the surface of the bundle set forth 

previously while providing point source illumination in a sparsely populated, independent 

fashion. In both tapered and untapered fiber bundles, the average amount of cross-talk at 

the 95% confidence level was 2%. However, using sub-diffraction-limited fiber elements 

tend to have a greater percentage of fiber elements possessing cross-talk. This study 

shows that since the average cross-talk at the 95% confidence level is not statistically 

different for both commercial bundles and bundles modified to have sub-diffraction-

limited fiber elements, cross-talk is not a significant source of interference in these 

measurements.  
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Chapter 3: Super-Resolution Reconstruction with a Magnified Fiber 

Imaging Bundle 

3.1 Introduction 

The past several decades have seen significant advances in super-resolved chemical 

imaging, most notably with fluorescence imaging.
1-5

 Reaching below the diffraction-limit 

of light allows for the probing of molecular interactions at or near the molecular scale. 

However, with all super-resolving techniques, increasing spatial resolution comes at a 

cost of temporal resolution many times quite considerably with few to none capable of 

real-time imaging. Despite this, dynamic interactions on the nanoscale have become of 

great interest and numerous techniques have been developed to further increase spatial 

resolution while retaining dynamic capabilities.
6-8

 Recently, several techniques (e.g. 

dynamic light sheet microscopy, super resolution optical fluctuation imaging, etc.) have 

been used to monitor dynamic interactions in three dimensions.
1
 Unfortunately, most 

super resolution techniques currently employed rely on the use of exogenous dyes as an 

indirect measure of location and/or concentration and may not represent the true 

dynamics of the system. 

The spatial resolution of any particular imaging system can be defined by the hardware 

employed (i.e. pixel density of the camera used) or the optics used (e.g. point spread 

function, aberrations, etc.). To increase the spatial resolution of a system, one must 

change either, or both, hardware and optics. Changing the hardware requires an increase 

in pixel density, which is often produced by reducing the size of each individual pixel. 

Similarly, employing better optics or changing to more appropriate optics for the 
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application is required to increase resolution in this manner. Both routes can be 

financially prohibitive and in some cases technologically limited.  

To overcome these challenges, to some extent, one can use post-acquisition processing 

power instead. Post-processing of images can provide image enhancements (e.g. 

resolution, contrasting, false coloring, etc.) to improve the interpretation of the individual 

or series of images obtained. To increase the spatial resolution, one can employ super-

resolution reconstruction (SRR) techniques.
9-12

 While an overview of these SRR 

techniques were provided in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, this chapter will provide an in-

depth discussion and evaluation of dithering based image reconstruction. This is 

performed by oversampling the imaging area and using algorithms and statistics to 

elucidate the high frequency information (i.e. the details that are smaller than the pixel 

information obtained). Oversampling of the image area requires the acquisition of 

multiple images of the same sample location; each slightly dithered from the previous 

image. This is typically performed with sub-resolution or sub-pixel movements. SRR can 

then be accomplished through three main steps: registration, interpolation, and 

reconstruction of the multiple images (see Figure 3.1). Briefly, in the first step of 

registration, the orientation and spatial location of each image is correlated with respect 

to the others. Next, interpolation infers the location of each image with respect to all 

other images on a singular high resolution grid. Finally, the reconstructed image is 

algorithmically determined based on the registration and interpolation of the series of 

images to create a statistically viable higher-resolution image typically through 

minimization of some criteria. Figure 3.2 illustrates the SRR concept in a cartoon 
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Figure 3.1 Registration of the images provides the spatial orientation and location between each of the 

images based on one image as a reference. Interpolation transfers each registered image onto a higher-

resolution grid in the correct orientation with respect to a reference image (Image 1). Finally, reconstruction 

uses a statistical algorithm to provide the statistically most viable image based on the inputs.  

representation of an array of imaging detector pixels and an object that is to be “imaged” 

and will be discussed in detail in the following sections.  

3.1.1 Image Registration 

To employ SRR, first a series of multiple lower resolution images (LRI) are obtained that 

have been spatially offset from one another in sub-pixel increments (see Figure 3.2B). 

Sub-pixel or sub-resolution shifts are required for this process in order to elucidate the 

high frequency information lost when obtaining an image with optical components. Each 

of the translations or sub-pixel shifts in the example provided (Figure 3.2B) would be 

one-half pixel distance in the x-, y-, and x and y-directions with respect to the reference 

(Figure 3.2A). Having full pixel shifts will simply be obtaining the same light intensity 
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Figure 3.2 (A) Using a 4x4 pixel array to image a red block results in a blurred and pixelated image. (B) 

A reference and several sub-pixel sifted images translated in the x-, the y-, and the -x and y- directions. 

(C) Resulting higher-resolution grid from the super-resolution process providing an image that better 

represents the red block. 

information, and each successive full-pixel shift will result in the same loss of high-

frequency information without the ability to recover it. 

 The LRI are combined often using an algorithm to estimate the translation between each 

of the LRI, using one LR image as a reference.
12-16

 Alternatively, the translations between 

each image, if known accurately, can be incorporated directly into the reconstruction 

analysis without an estimation of their locations. The known translations provide an 

accurate spatial orientation with respect to a reference image, which is typically the first 

image in the series obtained. Much of the progress in SRR recently has been efficient 

incorporation of a registration estimator within the reconstruction algorithm in an attempt 

to decrease the computational load in the reconstruction process.
17
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3.1.2 Image Interpolation 

After the images have been registered with respect to each other, they are placed on a 

high-resolution grid. The high-resolution grid is determined by the number of sub-pixel 

shifted images obtained by √ , where n is the number of images obtained. Therefore, the 

high-resolution array of pixels is effectively made larger (i.e. the individual pixels 

effectively made smaller with respect to the original image grid). 

3.1.3 Image reconstruction 

The increase in resolution through SRR is realized between Figure 3.2A and Figure 3.2C 

where the size of the object being imaged is most closely related to the size of the object 

prior to imaging and the contrast is consistent with where the object lies within the array.  

To successfully accomplish the increase in resolution with respect to a reference image, 

algorithms based on either iterative, statistical, or iterative and statistical models are 

employed.
16-18

 The most intuitive, robust, and flexible methods employed for 

reconstruction are in the spatial domain where each LRI is considered a blurred (Bk), 

down sampled (Dk), and translated (Mk) image with additive noise (N). Based on this 

concept, an analytical relationship between each of the LRI (Yk) and the HRI (X) exists, 

where:
19

  

              (Eq. 3.1) 

Yk and X are vectors of intensity values in lexicographical order while Dk, Bk, Mk, and N 

are matrices of their respective values.  Extending this relationship, for each LRI into a 

linear system of equations provides: 
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In an ideal scenario (i.e. perfectly spaced translations, known blur, and perfectly 

decimated individual images), this system of linear equations can then be solved via a 

non-iterative interpolation-restoration manner in the spatial domain, in which Bk for each 

image is assumed to be linearly spatial invariant, and is the same for all observations and 

therefore becomes B. This is true when the same set of imaging optics are used for each 

LRI obtained, there are few or no aberrations in the images, and that the displacement 

(i.e. movement) of any object in the sample is slower than the image acquisition itself. 

This approach is further simplified when only translations are occurring between 

observations. Eq 3.1 then becomes: 

            (Eq. 3.3) 

Where H is the product of X and B, and    and N are concatenated vectors. In general, to 

solve Eq. 3.3, the LRI are registered with respect to one another, a nonuniform 

interpolation algorithm is used to obtain H. Finally, through an iterative process whereby 

the differences between a reference or estimated higher-resolution image are minimized, 

and a deblurring and noise removal algorithm is used to obtain X back from H. 

While the above example provides the most straight-forward approach to solving the 

SRR problem, it is not without a computational cost. Furthermore, real-world 

applications will seldom have the perfect scenario providing a system of equations that 

can be solved without iterative methods. Therefore, in this chapter, the mathematical 

treatment for solving the analytical relationship while reaching the high-resolution image 
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used is a variation of alternating projection onto convex sets, or POCS.
20-23

 Herein is a 

brief summary of how POCS is applied in this reconstruction analysis.  

3.1.4 The POCS Algorithm 

In POCS, a high-resolution image (i.e. image reconstruction solution), which is 

considered a convex set, C, is made up of pixels from LRI that are themselves convex 

sets. An argument of POCS is that alternating POCS among N convex sets with non-

empty intersection will converge to a point common to all convex sets, regardless of 

initial conditions, though initial conditions can change the convergence. Since pixels of 

lower-resolution images are sub-pixel shifted and all part of the original scene (i.e. 

ground truth image or non-pixelated analog information) the convex sets (low resolution 

images and ground truth) will intersect and all converge to produce a higher-resolution 

image.  

In SRR, this variation of the POCS algorithm works by first registering the LRIs on a 

high-resolution grid, based on the translations (Mk), creating a convex set C1. Next, a 

second higher-resolution image is compiled in a mirror-image, also based on Mk as well 

as the blurring kernel (B), creating a second convex set C2. The norms of images (i.e. the 

square root of the sum of the absolute squares of each element within the matrix) are 

minimized with respect to iteratively comparing the two images with increasing amounts 

of de-blurring. Despite POCS being computationally taxing, this algorithm works in the 

spatial domain allowing for the inclusion of a priori information, such as unique image 

registration, and is not a complex modeling technique, making POCS an adaptable 

algorithm.
24, 25
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In this chapter, it is shown that an imaging bundle consisting of 30,000 individual fiber 

elements, when magnified to over-fill each pixel on the imaging detector, can be used for 

super-resolution reconstruction. Specifically, the diameter of a calibration standard was 

shown to approach the true value of the calibration standard upon dithering with the 

transmission of a single atomic line (546nm) and reconstruction when using the imaging 

bundles. These results pave the way for using the bundles in this geometry for the 

spectroscopic evaluation of materials from the microscale to the nanoscale.  

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Fiber bundle Preparation 

Fiber bundles consisting of 30,000 individual fiber elements were purchased from 

Sumitomo Electric Industries (IGN08/30) and cut to a length of 7.5 cm. Each bundle had 

the protective polymer silicone outer-layer mechanically removed with a glass-scoring 

tool on both ends and were polished to be optically flat via lapping paper with grits of 

5μm, 3μm, 1μm and 0.5μm. The overall bundle is approximately 1mm in diameter (with 

silicone shield) and can be mounted into any sub-miniature #1 (SM1) style fiber optic 

mount via a custom made fiber adapter previously described.
26

 The fiber bundle is 

coherent (i.e., each fiber is correlated from end-to-end) allowing for image transfer. 

3.2.2 Imaging System 

A diagram of the instrumental set up used to obtain the lower resolution images is shown 

in Figure 3.3. Light emitted from an Hg-Ar source is collimated from a fiber optic by an 

F/2 lens into a 1cm diameter and reflects it off of a removable mirror. The collimated 

light then passes through the sample at the center of the aperture on a Nano-Drive 3 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the instrumental set up used in these experiments. Descriptions of 

the various components are found within the text.  

piezo-electric stage (PES; Mad City Labs) which allows for x-, y-, and z-axis translations 

with 0.4nm resolution over a range of 200µm. A microscope slide mount is attached to 

the face of the PES, allowing for the attachment of a standard microscope calibration 

target (bar size from 160μm - 20μm). The fiber bundle (described above) then collects 

the transmitted light from the calibration target. A microscope objective (Nikon, S Plan 

Fluor ELWD40xC WD 3.6-2.8mm) is used to collect the light transmitted through the 

fiber probe array and collimate it prior to being directed into an acousto-optic tunable 

filter (AOTF; Brimrose TEAF7-0.5-0.9-UH/H). The AOTF is used to select the desired 

wavelength of light to be imaged and the resulting image is detected through a Nikon DS, 

AF-S Nikkor camera lens attached to an intensified charged coupled device (ICCD; 

Princeton Instruments PIMax). A general description of how the AOTF works is found in 
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section 1.2.2 in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. Additionally, the characterization of the 

AOTF used in this document is found in Appendix C. 

3.2.3 Data Processing 

Images were collected using Winspec/32 version 2.5.21.0. Additional image pre-

processing was completed using ImageJ version 1.47 to convert the 16-bit images to 8-bit 

images (for computational reasons) for super-resolution reconstruction in MATLAB 

R2014a. Reconstruction was completed using a modified free-ware program available 

online
12

 that is coded to employ the POCS reconstruction algorithm. See Appendix D for 

the modified algorithm in full. Translational motion from the PES, was estimated from 

the built-in, continuous monitoring interface provided by the manufacturer (Mad City 

Labs), and the specific point spread function associated with each fiber array probe 

employed, discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 respectively, were incorporated into the 

reconstruction algorithm. Post-processing procedures for the analysis of the reconstructed 

images (e.g., cross sections, averaging, etc.) were performed using ImageJ. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Translational Calibration 

Calibrating the translations of the PES to the pixel movements is essential for an adequate 

registration of the reference image and subsequent image reconstructions. Reconstruction 

algorithms require measurements in pixels (or fraction thereof) while the stage readout 

outputs in microns. In addition, the calibration takes into account the total magnification 

of the system by the objective imaging the fiber bundle and the magnifying compound 

lens on the ICCD. As such, a calibration target was used to identify the apparent pixel 
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distance across an optical microscope resolution target as seen in Figure 3.4. The 20-

micron bar was found to be 27.1 ± 0.4 pixels across at the 95% confidence interval, based 

on 50 cross-sectional measurements taken at random on the target bar. This corresponds 

to an image-to-pixel ratio of 0.7µm/pixel, and an image magnification of approximately 

27 fold. The conversion from the distance movements of the PES to pixel movements as 

represented on the ICCD provides the necessary information for dithering each LRI by 

the desired amount.  

To ensure no bias with the gray scale images in determining the cross sections, a 

threshold was set when using ImageJ by using the average and standard deviation of 5 

 

Figure 3.4 Captured image of 20 micron bar with 40X microscope objective. A sampled area of the 20 

micron bar for a cross section of the total number of pixels and the applied threshold used to determine 

the number of pixels in the 20 micron bar. 
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sets of pixels from the areas around the calibration bar. To set the threshold value, images 

as shown in Figure 3.4 recorded the illuminated calibration target with an Hg-Ar pen 

lamp and was used to provide the “bright” areas around the calibration bar (high 

intensity, see Figure 3.4). An average intensity value of 2700 arbitrary units was 

calculated for the bright, unblocked region by averaging these five areas together. The 

threshold value of 2500 arb. units was therefore set allowing for greater than 99% 

certainty that the pixel intensity values that have less than the threshold value were 

associated with the 20-micron calibration bar on the calibration standard. Using this 

threshold value of 2500 arb. units the calibration bar was measured from one edge to the 

other edge 50 times at random to obtain the above value of 27.1 ± 0.4 pixels, as shown in 

Figure 3.4. 50 cross-sections were chosen to ensure that any small variation within the 

target bar could be accounted for.  

3.3.2 Point Spread Function 

The point spread function of the current system is no longer defined by an infinitesimally 

small point and how that point appears on the detector. It is, however, a convolution of 

the traditional optical components (i.e., lenses, detector, etc.) and the imaging bundle, and 

can be defined by the distribution of light from an individual fiber element of the probe 

onto the ICCD. This is due to the over-filling of each fiber element on the detector such 

that there are several pixels per fiber element. When an infinitesimally small point of 

light is present in the sample, it will propagate up the fiber element in contact with the 

sample at that location resulting in a PSF the size of the individual fiber element. The 

resulting transmission of light from the point source through the fiber element and onto 

the ICCD is then used to determine the point spread function of the system. 
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A 7x7 block (49 pixels) was chosen as the area defining each fiber element and therefore 

the point spread function, as seen in Figure 3.5. Because one fiber element is not 

necessarily representative of what a PSF of the system would be, an average of 5 to 100 

fiber element PSFs were obtained. As can be seen in Figure 3.5, the average PSF quickly 

converges to an “ideal” PSF for the system (i.e. two-dimensional Gaussian distribution). 

The averaging of the fiber elements also provides a threshold value for what is considered 

unobstructed light propagating through the fiber bundle which allows for a discriminative 

measure of the 20 micron bar through the fiber elements since this was done in 

transmission geometry as previously discussed. 

 

Figure 3.5: An image of the 20micron bar through the fiber bundle and three separate plots of the 

luminous output of the fiber element.. Below that are 5, 50, and 100 fiber element PSFs averaged 

together to highlight how quickly the averaged PSF appears to converge to a reproducible PSF. 
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The PSF is the low-pass filter that is used in the POCS reconstruction algorithm used in 

this paper whereby it is typically estimated. However, if the PSF (blur, Bk) is known 

accurately, it can be incorporated into the algorithm. In the case of this paper, the PSF is 

the last factor not controlled by the user. The PSF is a 7x7 array, as described above in 

Figure 3.5 and is a normalized probability density of an average of 100 individual fiber 

elements with intensity values ranging from 0-1. Since the PSF is a result of the intensity 

distribution of light in each fiber element, the cladding is taken into account on the 

outside edges of the PSF.  

3.3.3 Reconstruction 

16 images that were sub-fiber element shifted were obtained with known translational 

data in order to reconstruct them into a higher-resolution image. The reconstruction 

process and analysis were broken into two sections: section one utilized Bk as the 

standard blurring kernel while section two utilizes a PSF associated with an average of 

100 fiber elements (i.e. a custom blurring kernel).  

3.3.3.1 Standard blurring kernel 

Using the standard blurring kernel (seen in Figure 3.6A) in this dithering technique and 

our well-characterized fiber bundles, an increase in resolution was achieved. A threshold 

value was again determined by examining the intensity values of the light transmitted 

through the fiber elements following illumination of the calibration standard with the Hg-

Ar light source. Threshold was established again because the fiber-bundle was put in 

place and, because the bundle is hexagonally packed, some of the light will be blocked 

and must be accounted for.  The AOTF was tuned to image the 546.04nm Hg atomic 

emission line and a series of images were obtained. The center pixel of the PSF of 10 
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individual fiber elements not blocked by the calibration line on the non-dithered image 

were chosen as reference and the different signal intensity values for the center pixel 

([4,4] in the 7x7 matrix of the PSF) were averaged and found to be 167 arb. units (in the 

8 bit image). Three times the standard deviation provides us a discriminatory measure of 

over 99% certainty and can be used to find a minimum threshold for what is considered 

light propagating through each fiber element. As such, the minimum threshold value for 

unobstructed light propagating through the fiber element was found to be 69 arb. units. 

To determine the spatial resolution of the final reconstructed image, cross-sectional 

intensity profiles across the 20 micron bar were examined, as depicted in Figure 3.7 as a 

representative example. The pixel intensity of the cross-sectional intensity profile was 

plotted as a function of pixel number, which can be converted back to absolute distance 

 

Figure 3.6: A representation of a standard blurring kernel used in a step-wise fashion through the 

entire matrix of an image (A) and a custom blurring kernel derived from the point spread function of 

the system being employed for use in a step-wise fashion through the entire matrix of an image (B). 

The blurring kernel is normalized intensity values with respect to the central, most intense value.   
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via the initial calibration step. Since the fiber-elements over-filled the pixels and there is 

cladding around each fiber element, a pattern emerges in the cross-sectional intensity 

profiles, resulting in an “up and down” periodic events as seen in Figure 3.7. As such, the 

fiber element peak crossing the threshold at any point in either the reference image or the 

reconstructed image is indicative of the unobstructed light propagating through the fiber 

element. As shown, there is a significant and real increase in spatial resolution associated 

with the reconstructed image (dashed line), resulting in a measured bar width of 22.6µm, 

while the LRI reference image corresponds to a bar width of 26.6µm. As expected, both 

values are greater than the 20µm calibration bar, with the reconstructed image providing 

a significantly more accurate size at several cross sections. The LRI provided a cross-

section that was 11.4% larger than the true value of 20μm, while the reconstructed image 

provided a cross-sectional value that was a relative increase in resolution of 15.3%.  

The percent-differences were determined relative to the reference image for the relative 

increase in resolution. This highlights how much the reconstruction processes improves 

the image resolution with respect to a single LRI as a reference. This was determined by 

using this relationship: 
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 (
         

    
)      (Eq. 3.4) 

Where Dref is the distance (in microns) that the reference image is representing the target 

calibration bar, Drec is the distance (in microns) that the reconstructed image is 

representing the target calibration bar.  Alternatively, a comparison can be made between 

the reconstructed image and the known, true size of the calibration bar. This was 

determined through the following relationship: 

 (
        

    
)      (Eq. 3.5) 

 

Figure 3.7: (A) One of several low-resolution images for the (B) super-resolution reconstructed image 

using a projection over convex sets algorithm found in reference [12]. Cross section of data 

represented by line in A and B. Solid line is original data, dotted line is the reconstructed data and the 

horizontal solid line is the threshold. 
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Where DGT is the distance (in microns) of the ground-truth calibration bar. Fifteen cross-

sectional measurements chosen at random over the length of the calibration bar in the 

image were obtained. Using Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 3.5, and a threshold set from light passing 

through the fiber elements, it was found that over 90% of the cross-sectional 

measurements yielded an increase in resolution. The average relative increase in 

resolution (using Eq. 3.4, n = 15) was found to be 12% ± 5% at the 95% confidence level. 

Alternatively, the reconstructed images appeared to be 13% ± 7% larger than the ground 

truth image at the 95% confidence interval.  The reference images appeared to be 23% ± 

5% larger than the ground truth image at the 95% confidence interval. Over 93% of the 

total cross-sectional profiles obtained resulted in a significant increase in relative 

resolution. Literature values report up to 65% relative increase in resolution using a line-

spread function in a similar manner as used in this document.
27

  

While the total increase seen here is over all less than what has been reported 

elsewhere,
11, 27

 one of the major differences between the studies is the use of a fiber 

bundle over-filling pixels on the image detector.  The areas where the cladding is present 

(as seen as the dark areas of Figure 3.5) represent an area where the underlying 

information is not known. Dithering with sub-fiber element shifts still provide high-

frequency information but do not fill the high-resolution grid as well as an image without 

void spaces can. Two approaches can be used moving forward: 1) regularization 

parameters can be introduced into the POCS algorithm in order to help take into account 

the void space present by the cladding or 2) a lower magnification microscope objective 

can be used to avoid the need for regularization parameters. This will result in an overall 

decrease in the observed resolution of the bundle (the resolution will no longer be defined 
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by the fiber-elements of the fiber bundle), but can be matched such that it is very close. 

The second approach (lower objective magnification) is discussed in Chapter 4 of this 

thesis where the fiber bundles are used to obtain dithered chemical-specific information 

from a solid-substrate. 

3.3.3.2 Custom Blurring Kernel 

Obtaining the cross-sectional profile in the same way as section 3.3.3.1 and using the 

custom blurring kernel, as seen in Figure 6B, the reconstruction did not provide a 

statistically different result. The relative percent increase in resolution from the lower-

resolution images to the higher-resolution reconstructed image was found to be 2% ± 6% 

at the 95% confidence interval (n = 15) and appeared to be 30% ± 8% larger than the 

calibration target bar at the 95% confidence interval. Approximately 73% of the cross-

sectional profiles obtained resulted in a relative percent increase in resolution of 1.2% - 

4.7%. Approximately 27% of the cross-sectional profiles did not yield an increase in 

resolution. It should be noted, however, that the overall percentage of cross-sectional 

profiles resulting in an increase in relative resolution was smaller with the custom 

blurring kernel, suggesting that the size of the kernel does in fact influence the 

reconstruction. This is expected, considering as the size of the kernel increases, the 

chances of inter-element blurring increases (i.e. blurring is occurring in more than one 

element at a time in the step-wise implementation of the blurring kernel).  

3.4  Conclusions 

The use of fiber-bundles in the post-processing of images when the fiber-elements are 

over filling the pixels on the image-detector array is a viable process for enhancing the 

resolution past the inherent resolution of the fiber-elements of the bundle. Using an 
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atomic emission line from an HgAr source, a calibration target bar of 20μm was 

illuminated. After obtaining 16 lower-resolution images at sub-pixel shifts in the 2-

dimensional x- and y-plane, the reconstructed higher-resolution image using a standard 

blurring kernel and known translations yielded an overall relative percent increase in 

resolution (from a reference, lower resolution image) of 12% ± 5% at the 95% confidence 

level. Alternatively, using a custom blurring kernel that incorporated the point spread 

function of the fiber-elements within the fiber bundle did not yield a statistically 

difference relative increase in resolution and was found to be a 2% ± 6% at the 95% 

confidence interval. Overall, using a standard blurring kernel and an imaging bundle that 

has over-filled the imaging detector pixels does in fact show an average increase in 

resolution showing for the first time that these imaging bundles can be used with post-

processing methods to increase the resolution of the image beyond that of the inherent 

resolution of the fiber-bundle elements. While using a custom blurring kernel (i.e. PSF 

for the system being used), care must be taken in utilizing one of appropriate size. 
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Chapter 4: Surface Enhanced Raman Based Dithering 

4.1 Introduction 

Increasing the resolution of an image with either optical or geometric techniques are 

becoming increasingly popular, providing a more intricate look into many disciples from 

cell biology to satellite imagery.
1, 2

 Super-resolution imaging (SRI), a relatively recent 

group of techniques that rely on optical equipment to increase spatial resolution of the 

resulting images, has been used extensively in microscopy/nanoscopy.
3, 4

 These powerful 

techniques, including stimulated emission by depletion, tip-enhanced Raman imaging, 

and reversible saturable optical fluorescent transition often require advanced optics and 

are highly sensitive to the instrumentation being used to obtain the measurement. Often, 

these techniques are a scanning in nature, resulting in reduced temporal resolution. 

Although, they can be limited in temporal resolution, they can typically provide tens of 

nanometers to single nanometer spatial resolution.
3, 5, 6

 

Many super-resolution techniques also employ geometric or, more generally,  post-

processing as a means to unveil the high frequency information lost in an image that is 

projected on a CCD due to optical aberrations or physical limitations in both the 

equipment and the wave-behavior of light. Included in this high frequency information 

are the details that provide the user with the information necessary to achieve sub-

diffraction-limited spatial resolution. Major techniques that use post-processing include 

stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), photo activated luminescence 

microscopy (PALM), and other optically modulated techniques.
4, 7, 8

 In all of these 

techniques, series of images are obtained when the field of view is sparsely populated by 

the analyte of interest allowing single analytes to be isolated or the stochastic nature of 
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individual molecules to be utilized to isolate the resulting signals. Upon collection of 

large amounts of data, the individual molecules can be registered between the different 

images obtained, allowing for a reconstruction based on the individually illuminated 

point sources (analytes) present in each image. The reconstruction processes rely on the 

use of statistical estimations, allowing for the use the high frequency information by over 

sampling an area.
9-11

  

Alternatively, techniques strictly reliant on post processing, not the inherent nature of an 

analyte of interest or the system used, are becoming increasingly useful. Super-resolution 

reconstruction (SRR) techniques, defined by the use of post-processing techniques, are 

used to extract the high-frequency information from a series of lower-resolution images. 

12-14
 These techniques are used in an array of disciplines including surveillance, medicine, 

remote sensing, biological imaging, and materials imaging, of which most rely on this 

technique for diagnosis, treatment and/or safety.
3, 15-19

 In general, computer vision 

algorithms are employed as a means of statistically interpolating the image to provide the 

high-frequency information from multiple images (from less than five to greater than 

1000). 

Combining the power of super-resolution post processing techniques with a vibrational 

imaging technique such as Raman or more specifically surface enhanced Raman 

scattering (SERS) (to compensate for small analyte concentrations in the small 

measurement volumes) provides an inherent chemical fingerprint allowing for a sensitive 

and selective detection technique with high spatial resolutions. In fact, relative resolution 

increases of approximately 30% have been obtained using a confocal Raman instrument 

when combined with SRR techniques. An extension to this idea would be to employ a 
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non-scanning technique to improve the temporal resolution when imaging as well. 

Furthermore, Raman is an inherently weak phenomenon; utilizing plasmonics can 

enhance the signal obtained thereby increasing sensitivity and reducing imaging time. 

Additionally, using a wide-field imaging system provides the opportunity to increase 

temporal resolution as well as the ability to obtain multi- or hyperspectral images. As 

with all super-resolution techniques though, an increase of resolution comes at a cost of a 

decrease in temporal resolution. With the use of multi-frame, sub-pixel shifted images, 

the temporal capabilities of a system are limited to the time it takes to obtain a series of 

images.  

This chapter provides the first case, to the best of our knowledge, of a dithered plasmonic 

array for achieving resolution improvements via SRR. Additionally, the signal-to-noise 

(S/N) relationship between reconstructions and spatial resolution enhancement is 

explored. Sixteen sub-pixel shifted images are used to reconstruct a higher-resolution 

SERS image using the imaging fiber bundles. Synthetic data were created and used to 

analyze the way S/N and the number of images obtained affects reconstructions. The S/N 

is an important factor to explore as the imaging fiber bundles have the ability to be 

tapered in such a manner that provides individual fiber optics with diameters of 30-50nm 

(resulting in a bundle diameter of approx. 17μm). At tapered diameters, there are a 

smaller number of physical molecules present in each sub-diffraction-limited area, 

resulting in a an overall lower S/N. Additionally, since the temporal resolution is 

dependent on the time it takes to obtain a series of images, the number of images used in 

a reconstruction and how it affects the relative increase in resolution is explored.   
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Fiber Bundle Preparation 

Imaging fiber bundles consisting of 30,000 individual fiber elements were purchased 

from Sumitomo Electric Industries (IGN08/30). The bundles are 980μm in diameter with 

each element measuring 4μm in diameter. The lapping film (Thor Labs) used for 

polishing consisting of decreasing grits of 5μm, 3μm, 1μm, and 0.3μm. After each 

lapping film was used, the partially polished bundle was rinsed with water and visually 

inspected for any scratches or chips. 

Following polishing, the bundles were etched in a 25% (v/v%) aqueous HF solution. The 

tips of the bundles were carefully placed in the etchant at a constant depth for 30 seconds. 

Etching was then quenched by submerging the tip of the bundle into deionized water (DI 

H2O), with sonication and/or manual agitation for at least 120 seconds. 

Each polished and etched bundle was then prepared for metal deposition using a Denton 

Vacuum Explorer physical deposition system. Each bundle was secured to a rotating 

motor and then mounted into the physical deposition system. Appendix B explains at 

more length the process by which the system works. Bundles were coated with 20nm of 

Ag (99.99% pure, Kurt J. Lesker Company)), according to the quartz crystal 

microbalance mounted inside the instrument. The motor rotated under high vacuum at 

<5x10
-6

 torr at about 10,000 rotations per minute (RPM) and metal was deposited on the 

fibers at approximately 0.5Å/s. The bundles were then removed from the physical vapor 

deposition instrument and placed under vacuum until ready for use.  
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4.2.2 Substrate Preparation 

Substrates were prepared for imaging, as described below. A schematic representation of 

the preparation is also found in Figure 4.1. The substrates have mercaptobenzoic acid 

(MBA) bound to the exposed Ag for chemical specific boundaries on the substrate.  

4.2.2.1 Slide Preparation 

Slides were prepared for use via cleaning and acidification of the silica surface. Standard 

 

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the substrate preparation for analysis with imaging fiber 

bundles and super resolution reconstruction. A) First a thin metallic film is deposited over nanospheres. 

B) Metal-coated substrates where then scratched and incubated with MBA to provide complete 

coverage of the metallic area, while leaving the area with no metal free from MBA. C) Spectrum of 

substrate with MBA bound acquired with the spectrometer described in Chapter 2. D) Spectrum of 

substrate measured through the imaging system used in this chapter with a 980μm bundle and a 10-

second exposure. 
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microscope slides were cut to approximately 1cm wide and washed with DI H2O. The 

slides were then soaked for one hour in a solution of NH4OH, H2O2 and H2O in a 1:1:5 

ratio (the trade name for this solution is RCA-1). The slides were then rinsed with DI 

H2O and soaked in 1M HCl for at least 1 hour. Slides were then washed with copious 

amounts of DI H2O (at least 6 times), rinsed with ethanol and then placed in a 60 °C oven 

to dry until use. 

4.2.2.2 Microsphere Preparation  

0.39μm silica microspheres (MicroSil™ Microspheres, 10% solids, Bangs Laboratory, 

Inc #SS02N) were washed and prepared for use to ensure homogenous dispersion. A 

250μL aliquot of the stock solution was added with 750μL of DI H2O in a micro 

centrifuge tube and centrifuged for at least five minutes or until a pellet formed. The 

supernatant was then decanted and replaced with one milliliter DI H2O.  This mixture 

was sonicated for 20 minutes and then vortexed for 60 seconds. Centrifugation, re-

suspension, sonication, and vortexing was repeated three times for a total of four washes 

in DI H2O and then repeated two times using ethanol in place of the DI H2O. After the 

final centrifugation, the supernatant was decanted, re-suspended in 2mL of ethanol and 

sonicated for 20 minutes. Prior to use, the microsphere mixture was re-sonicated for 20 

minutes and vortexed for 60 seconds. 10μL of prepared microspheres were drop-coated 

on the prepared slides and then dried in 60 °C oven overnight.  

4.2.2.3 Physical Vapor Deposition 

The prepared substrates received a thin film of silver metal for SERS capabilities, shown 

as a cartoon representation in Figure 4.1A. The slides were suspended in a holder above a 

tungsten evaporating boat and rotated between 10-15 RPM. Once the slides were under 
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high vacuum (2x10
-6

 torr), they were coated with approximately 200nm of Ag (99.99% 

pure, Kurt J. Lesker Company), according to the quartz crystal microbalance mounted 

inside the instrument, depositing at a rate of ca. 1.0 Å/s. The slides were kept under 

vacuum until ready for use.  

4.2.2.4 Pattern Formation and Analyte Incubation 

A pattern was formed on the surface of the Ag coated substrates using a cleaned razor 

blade. A design similar to the letter “A” was scratched into the surface, removing the 

microspheres from the region resulting in void-space, pictorially shown in Figure 4.1B. 

The slides were then incubated with four 2μL aliquots of 2mM MBA and allowed to air-

dry. The unbound MBA was washed away with five 10 mL aliquots of DI H2O, and three 

6 mL aliquots of 200-proof ethanol sequentially.  

4.2.3Instrumental Arrangement 
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A diagram of the instrumental arrangement is seen in Figure 4.2. All optics and 

instrumentation were secured to a vibration-isolation table for dampening and isolation 

from unwanted vibrations. A 20mW HeNe laser (ThorLabs, HNL225R) is used for 

sample interrogation. The collimated laser light is passed through an f/4 lens, focusing 

through a central opening in the Nano-Drive 3 piezo-electric stage (PES, Mad City Labs) 

which allows for x-, y- and z-axis translation with 0.4nm resolution, in 5 nm increments 

over a range of 200μm. The focal point is situated at the face of the fiber bundle, where 

the bundle collects the scatter from the substrate/bundle interface, and then the 

 

Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the optical system used for analysis. L1 and L2 are lenses for 

focusing the laser light. M1 and M2 are mirrors for directing the light. LPF is a long pass filter used to 

direct the shorter wavelengths (i.e. laser wavelength) towards a camera for real-time alignment and 

allow the Raman scattering to pass through. N1, N2, and N3 are notch filters for the HeNe being used.  
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transmitted light is collected by a 10 X microscope objective (Nikon Plan 10 X/0.25). A 

long-pass filter (640nm) is used direct the laser light towards a video camera (JVC 

TKC72OU color video camera) with a neutral density filter in front of a  camera lens 

(Nikon, AF Nikkor) and used for monitoring the placement of the bundle in real time. 

The collimated scattered light then passes through two Holographic Notch-Plus filters 

(Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc. HNPF-632.8-1.0) prior to entering an acousto-optic tunable 

filter (AOTF; Brimrose TEAF7-0.5-0.9-UH/H) for wavelength modulation. The AOTF‟s 

characteristics are discussed in detail in Appendix C. 

The modulated output of the AOTF (i.e. selected wavelength, 1
st
 order diffraction) passes 

through a third notch filter and then was incident on a liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled 

detector (model 7509-0002, Princeton Instruments, SPEC-10 System with an ST-133A 

controller) with a mounted camera lens (Nikon DS, AF-S Nikkor) for chemical-specific 

imaging. The non-modulated output of the AOTF (0-order diffraction) was directed 

towards an f/2 lens, coupled to a fiber optic. The fiber optic is coupled with a 

spectrometer (Princeton Instruments; SpectraPro 2300i with a PIMAX 2 ICCD model 

#7483-0015) for simultaneous monitoring the spectral output of the bundle while 

obtaining chemical specific images.  

4.2.5 Data Processing 

All images were collected using Winspec/32 with an acquisition rate of 600 seconds, and 

an analog to digital conversion rate of 100KHz. Additional pre-processing of the images 

was completed using ImageJ (version 1.47) to crop and convert the 16-bit images to 8-bit 

images for computational considerations while using a super-resolution reconstruction 

algorithm in MATLAB R2014a. Post-processing of the reference image and 
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reconstructed images were processed in both MATLAB R2014a and in ImageJ whereby 

MATLAB was used primarily for the programmatic extraction and fitting of cross-

sectional information (n ≥ 15) from the images. ImageJ was primarily used for the 

visualization of the cross-sectional information and adjusting image contrast, threshold, 

etc. for visual acuity.  

Translational stage movements were programmatically captured. In short, stage locations 

were obtained for the x-, y-, and z-axis in real-time at the beginning of an image 

acquisition and logged with LabVIEW 2010 (version 10.0). MATLAB R2014a was used 

thereafter to programmatically extract the average information from each file. Each 

position was then registered with respect to the first image in the series of images 

obtained.   

Reconstructions were produced using a free-ware program available online
20

 utilizing the 

projection over convex sets (POCS) algorithm. In short, reconstructions were completed 

using 4-16 images all registered with respect to the first image in the series. Depending 

on the number of used for the reconstruction, the interpolation factor (i.e. the increase in 

number of pixels) could be adjusted accordingly, at a maximum of √ , n being the 

number of images obtained.  

Each group of synthetic images were reconstructed into a higher-resolution image using a 

POCS algorithm. The registered down sampled and shifted images were selected in such 

a way to maximize the input from the lower-resolution image. After reconstruction, the 

images were analyzed at a step-edge to define the resolution of the reconstructed images, 

as described further in the Results and Discussion section. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Translational Calibration 

Translational calibrations are required to relate stage movements, measured in distance 

units (μm) to pixel movements needed in the reconstruction algorithms. Many super-

resolution reconstruction techniques use a built-in estimation algorithm for realizing the 

sub-pixel movements since one of the drives for research in these algorithms are 

increased computation efficiency without a priori knowledge.
13, 21-23

   However, in a 

controlled environment (i.e. vibration-controlled laboratory), the sub-pixel movements 

are provided by a nano-positioning stage and calibrating the translations of the PES is 

essential to registering the reference images with respect to one-another. Furthermore, as 

objectives or magnifying optics are changed or modified, the calibration must be updated 

for adequate reconstruction.  

A process similar to what was described in Chapter 3 of this document was performed for 

the calibration. An optical microscope calibration target was used to identify the pixels 

per micron in the magnified system. A 160μm calibration line was used, and identified at 

greater than the 99% confidence interval through a threshold of 130.8 arb. units, 

representing light being blocked by the calibration target. This threshold was identified 

by analyzing an area within the calibration bar (light being blocked) and an area outside 

of the calibration bar (light passing freely past) whereby the average and standard 

deviation of hundreds of pixels was used. A total pixel-distance relationship of 

2.1±0.2μm/pixel was identified based on six individual cross-sections of the calibration 

bar.  
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4.3.2 Substrate Analysis 

The prepared substrates had four-2μL aliquots (for a total of 8μL) of 2mM MBA drop-

coated on them sequentially to extend the time that MBA was solvated and interacting 

with the metallic surface to ensure binding prior to evaporating. As the ethanol was seen 

to evaporate away, a new drop was placed; this process lasted several minutes total. After 

the ethanol completely evaporated, the substrates were washed with DI H2O and ethanol 

in succession to clean and wash away any non-bound MBA that was on the surface or in 

the void space. Furthermore, the substrates were inspected with an optical microscope 

and spectrally to ensure the pattern was formed appropriately and to confirm that the 

MBA was bound to the Ag metal. As seen in Figure 4.1D, the two main peaks of MBA 

(aromatic ring breathing; 1075cm
-1

 and 1588cm
-1

) are clearly visible.  

4.3.3 Reconstruction Analysis 

Since spheres were physically scraped away from the surface of the substrate to create an 

edge, the theoretical limit of what the edge distance can be established. The spheres are 

hexagonally packed on the surface, being held in place by electro-static interactions. 

Furthermore, since the spheres were coated in silver, only photons originating from the 

MBA on the surface of the silver will provide signal. When the sphere is scraped away, 

as seen in Figure 4.1, one-half of the diameter of the sphere will be the drop-off of the 

edge. In this study, the spheres used had a diameter of 390nm, resulting in an edge drop-

off of approximately 195nm.  

Prior to analysis, the bundle was brought close to the substrate and chemical-specific 

images were obtained to ensure that the bundle is situated above the scratch providing the 

sharp edge desired for dithering analysis. In Figure 4.3B the demarcation is the step edge 
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from metal film over nanoparticles to a bare area via manual removal of the 

nanoparticles, as described in Section 4.2.2.4 and Figure 4.1. MBA was physically bound 

to the Ag and subsequently washed away from the rest of the non-metal coated surface. 

Therefore, it is expected that areas with MBA bound will result in an area in the image 

that has a higher intensity with interrogating with a laser for SERS. As described in 

Figure 4.1, the two main SERS peaks of MBA are at 1075cm
-1

 and 1588cm
-1

. As seen in 

Figure 4.3A, an image when the AOTF is tuned to 1568cm
-1

, which is not directly on the 

peak of the 1588cm
-1

 shown in Figure 4.3C I, is compared to an image when the AOTF is 

tuned to the center peak of 1588cm
-1

 (Figure 4.3B) and is shown to be more illuminated. 

 

Figure 4.3: A) Image of MBA substrate off the main peak (I in C). B) Image of the MBA substrate on 

the main peak (II in C). C) Peak used in analysis with I at the off-peak location and II at the on-peak 

location. 
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Each image is contrasted with the same intensity values as to make them directly 

comparable with one-another. As expected, when the AOTF is tuned to the center of 

1588cm
-1

 (Figure 4.3CII), the image intensity is greater (Figure 4.3B) than when tuned to 

1568cm
-1

(Figure 4.3A). This therefore validates the presence of MBA, as observed with 

SERS spectrally, in the imaging area where dithering occurred.  

Once it was confirmed that the bundle was placed over an edge and MBA was present, 16 

images were obtained with sub-pixel movement shifts, as determined by the calibration 

of the translational stage; Table 4.1 tabulates the stage movements and their 

corresponding pixel movements. After the images were obtained, the images were loaded 

and registered into a program utilizing the projection onto convex sets (POCS) algorithm 

(see Appendix D) for super-resolution reconstruction. As seen in Figure 4.4, the reference 

image (Figure 4.4A) and the reconstructed image (Figure 4.4B) are shown together for a 

direct visual comparison. Figure 4.4B has four times as many pixels for the same imaging 

area as Figure 4.4A.  Figure 4.4B does visually appear to have a higher resolution than 

that of the reference image, especially when they images are overlaid with each other as 

in Figure 4.4C. In the overlay, many of the single-pixels transitions (i.e. high intensity 

areas with only one or few pixels illuminated) in the low resolution image are reinforced 

closely along the step edge by the high resolution image, while areas further from the step 

edge tend to show less reinforcement. However, visual appearance can be highly 

subjective ultimately requiring a quantitative and objective analysis.  

To provide a more objective evaluation, a line profile taken across this edge interface was 

extracted from the initial and reconstructed images, as shown in Figure 4.5A, whereby 

the yellow line shows one such diagonal crossing from the high intensity to low intensity 
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Table 4.1: Translational movements of the piezo electric stage for dithering, highlighting both axis in 

distance measurements and in pixel measurements. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: A) lower resolution contrasted based on threshold for direct comparison of B) reconstructed 

higher-resolution image. C) An overlay of the two images to show where they coincide and where there 

is more information afforded through reconstruction. 
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Figure 4.5: A) Higher resolution reconstructed image with a cross sectional line profile (yellow line) 

across the step-edge to create a line-spread function. B) The representative data from the cross-

section.  

portion of the image. To ensure comparative measures between the low resolution images 

and the high resolutions images, each cross-section was initially located on the low 

resolution image. To obtain the coinciding cross-section on the high resolution image, the 

low resolution image can be multiplied by the factor that was given at the start of this. 

This was completed by creating a square region of interest across the edge to be 

evaluated resulting in a matrix of intensity units. In this case, the anti-diagonal of the 

matrix (i.e. lower left to upper right) was then used for the analysis. As the reconstructed 

images scale in size with the interpolation factor, using a region of interest allows for a 

scaling of the analysis area of both the reference and the reconstructed images in a 

systematic way.  The anti-diagonal cross-sectional data information from the matrix can 

then be analyzed in an objective manner. To extract the appropriate information, a line 

spread function (LSF) is used to determine comparable parameters.  

The LSF, which takes on sigmoidal characteristics, uses the full-width of the half-

maximum (FWHM) from the first derivative of the cross-sectional profile across a step-
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Figure 4.6: A) The noisy, raw data from the cross-sectional line profile fit to a sigmoidal function 

(B) to represent a non-noisy form of the data. D) A residual‟s plot to confirm that the sigmoidal 

function is in fact fitting the data well.  

edge to obtain comparable measures (see Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7).
14, 24

 The data 

provided by the step-edge line profile (i.e. cross-section) in the different images have 

noise (See Figure 4.5A) providing a first derivative that is fit with a sigmoidal function. 

The first derivative of the sigmoidal fit is then obtained, resulting in a distribution that 

can be fit to a Gaussian, Equation 4.1, as seen in Figure 4.7: 

        
 

      

    (Eq. 4.1)  

Where A describes the amplitude or scaling factor of the distribution, b describes the 

offset (i.e. center x-value) of the distribution and c describes the width of the distribution. 

Using the c-fit parameters and minimizing the least squares residuals of the Gaussian fit 

to the first derivative of the sigmoidal function, the FWHM for each image‟s edge width 

can be defined, as illustrated below in scheme 1.
25

 The full width as described at the half-
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Figure 4.7: The sigmoidal function has its first derivative taken to provide a distribution that can be 

fit to Gaussian function whereby the full-width half-max can be extracted to provide a objective 

measure of comparison. 

maximum is when f(x) = 0.5 or f(x) = 2
-1

 and the scaling factor can be ignored because it 

is a constant factor that appears in both sides of the equation when solving and as a result, 

cancels each other out.  Therefore: 

     
 
      

    

        
       

   
 

                  

  √           

   √         

And because x is at the half-maximum point and b defines the center value: 

       √       

When comparing two LSFs, a plot of the FWHM can be used as comparative measures as 

seen in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.8A shows the Gaussian distributions from a line profile at the 
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same spatial locations where the dashed line (- - -) is from the reference image, while the 

dotted line (▪▪▪) is from the reconstructed image, clearly showing a decreased width at the 

center. The plots were normalized to make them more directly comparable. Alternatively,  

a plot of the intensity cross-sectional profile for the original raw data that were fit to a 

sigmoidal function (Figure 4.8B, dashed line; - - - ) and the reconstructed image (Figure 

4.8B, dotted line; ▪▪▪) reveals a sharper edge for the higher resolution reconstructed 

image. Thereby demonstrative that either method can be used for validation and 

quantification of image resolution improvement. The cross-sectional (i.e. line profile) 

analysis of the substrate at several different location (n = 4) across the step-edge provides 

a relative increase in resolution of 20%. While there is quite a bit of variability, we see 

that the cross-section, analyzed as described yield an overall increase in the resolution 

compared to that of the reference image.  

4.3.4 Signal-to-noise Limitations to Image Reconstruction 

To validate the reconstruction method and evaluate the effect of low signal-to-noise ratios 

Figure 4.8: Exemplifying increase in 

resolution by virtue of the decrease in the full-

width half-max (FWHM) of the Gaussian 

distribution (A, top) and by examining the 

slope of the lines in the fit Logistic function (B, 

bottom) whereby the square points represent 

the higher-resolution data and the dashed line 

is the lower-resolution data.  
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on the resolution improvement capabilities of this technique, synthetic data were 

employed to create a higher resolution reconstructed image. First, synthetic data were 

produced using MATLAB R2014b based on a higher resolution binary image, considered 

the ground truth image, and is approximated as a non-pixelated, analog object; see Figure 

4.9A. The ground truth image was then down sampled into 25 individual images that 

have been sub-pixel shifted in increments of 0.2 pixels in the x- and y-planes. White 

Gaussian noise was added to each of the 25 down sampled and shifted images in various 

amounts to simulate signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) ranging from S/N = 1  to S/N = 1000. 

One such downgraded, degraded, and shifted image is shown in Figure 4.9B, with a S/N 

of 40. 

To relate the decimation ratio to reconstruction and evaluate the affect S/N has on it, the 

synthetic data were grouped by number of images used in the reconstruction. The 

groupings used were 4, 9, 16, and 25 images for a factor increase of 2, 3, 4, and 5 

respectively. Each analysis was completed at every S/N and factor for each group..  

Because increasing the factor is equivalent to an increase in pixels, each group was 

analyzed with respect to any factor less than the maximum achievable factor (i.e., 25 

images were analyzed at a factor of 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 while 16 images were analyzed at 

factors of 4, 3, 2, and 1).  This resulted in 98 reconstructions. Once the images were 

produced, they were analyzed in the same way as described in Section 4.3.3.  

Reconstruction successfully took place, regardless of the S/N of the original, lower 

resolution images. However, when the number of images used in the reconstruction and 

S/N remained low (e.g., four images, S/N = 1), the reconstruction did not yield an image 

with visual acuity. An example of this can be seen in Figure 4.9C, the left most image 
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Figure 4.9: A) The ground truth image (100 x 100 pixels) and B) a representative image of the down 

sampled, degraded, and shifted images (20 x 20 pixels) with a total S/N of 40. C) lower-resolution 

images used in reconstructions with a total 25 images, arranged such that the S/N  increases from left 

to right with S/N = 1,10, 50, 1000. D) Corresponding high resolution reconstructed images from the 

row directly above it.  
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shows a down sampled and shifted image with a S/N of 1. The left most image in Figure 

4.9D is a higher-resolution reconstruction of 25 down sampled, shifted, and noisy  

images, one of which is above it in Figure 4.9C. The lack of visual acuity is more likely 

due to the lack of detail in the down sampled and shifted images. In fact, the object can 

be faintly distinguished in the reconstructed image but undoubtedly cannot be objectively 

evaluated due to the amount of noise present. This is a testament to the subjective nature 

of image appearance and why an objective technique, such as a line-spread function, 

must be used to compare and contrast data.   

Generally, as the number of images used increased (i.e. higher factor) in the 

reconstruction, the relative increase in resolution also grew. Specifically, 25 images with 

S/N = 50 resulted in the highest relative increase in resolution with an increase of 80%. 

This was measured with the same method as in section 4.3.2. Briefly, a cross-section of 

the edge of an object was obtained, fit with a sigmoidal function and the first derivative 

of the sigmoidal function was obtained. The resulting data were then fit with a Gaussian 

function whereby the FWHM of the Gaussian was used as the objective comparative 

measure with the referenced down sampled image. Furthermore, images with S/N < 40 

did not consistently provide adequate fitting of the sigmoidal function. This was due to 

the magnitude of the noise with respect to the background resulting in cross-sections that 

generally did not correlate with the object present.   

As seen in Figure 4.10 though, the maximum relative percent increase in resolution 

appears to occur with a S/N value of 40 – 50. This is due to the blurring kernel having 

more of an effect on images with S/N > 50 due to the limited noise in the reconstruction 

process. At higher S/N the image appears binary with very little to no noise actually 
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present. This results in an increase in the blurring of the edge when the blurring kernel is 

used in the estimation of the high-resolution image. In the images with S/N < 50, there is 

enough noise in the binary areas (i.e. areas where the background should be 0 or the area 

where the object should be 255) that the blurring kernel effectively blends with the noise 

already present. While this is shown for the synthetic data, this anomaly would not be 

expected in any imaging experiment because there is inherent shot noise in the analog-to-

digital conversion resulting in some variability. Additionally, as expected, reconstructions 

completed with fewer images yielded relative percent increases in resolution that were 

overall less than those completed with more images. As seen in Figure 4.10A 

(corresponding to four images in a reconstruction), the maximum relative percent 

 

Figure 4.10: Plots of relative percent increase in resolution as a function of S/N. A) Reconstructed 

with 4 images; B) reconstructed with 9 images; C) reconstructed with 16 images; and D) reconstructed 

with 25 images.  
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increase in resolution is about 50%, while in Figure 4.10D (corresponding to 25 images 

in a reconstruction), the maximum relative percent increase in resolution is approximately 

80%. This therefore validates that the use of additional images in the reconstruction 

processes has the potential to provide higher relative percent increases in resolution.  

To draw a comparison between the synthetic data and the SERS data obtained, the 

comparison must be between images with a similar S/N. The SERS data obtained 

provided comparable S/N to synthetic data at a S/N of 20. Major differences between the 

synthetic data and the SERS data obtained is the spread of the noise that is present. In the 

SERS data, the spread of the noise (i.e. standard deviation across a small region of 

interest) does not fluctuate greatly while the S/N in the synthetic data does fluctuate quite 

a bit providing hot-pixels that tax the fitting procedures. Therefore, this verifies that the 

low S/N data obtained with SERS can be reconstructed and analyzed properly. 

Furthermore, it would be expected that SERS data with a higher S/N would make the 

reconstruction process result in a higher reconstructed resolution. However, it is also 

expected that decreasing the S/N will not provide data a good fit for the reconstruction, 

and will provide reconstructions with less detail. Therefore, moving to the nanoscale with 

the tapered imaging fiber bundles using the current equipment is not advisable because 

the overall signal will decrease as the aperture of the fiber optics decrease.  

4.4 Conclusions 

This chapter shows that wide-field, non-scanning imaging fiber bundles can be used for 

super-resolution reconstruction SERS imaging. Improvements in relative resolution 

increases of up to 20% provide an additional means of resolving power other than 

tapering the individual fiber bundles. Additionally, this chapter shows that S/N does have 
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an influence on the reconstructed image. It was shown increasing the S/N and increasing 

the number of images used in a reconstruction generally produced a reconstruction with a 

higher relative percent increase in resolution. Generally, S/N values up to 50 produce a 

reconstructed image with a high relative percent increase in spatial resolution. Tapering 

bundles to the nanoscale will result in images with lower S/N and therefore will utilize 

the full potential of image reconstruction analysis. Therefore, prior to going to the 

nanoscale with this reconstruction process, the S/N should be optimized. .   
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Chapter 5: Concluding Remarks 

5 Conclusion 

This thesis describes the use of imaging fiber bundles for super-resolution reconstruction 

using surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) showing improvement in resolution 

with arrayed bundles for the first time. The effect that signal-to-noise (S/N) has on super-

resolution reconstruction was evaluated by using synthetic data and was shown to 

influence reconstruction, but largely in a predictable manner. Additionally, the imaging 

fiber bundles are characterized, showing a negligible amount of cross-talk independent of 

imaging aperture size.   

Cross-talk is defined as the amount of light leaking from a central fiber element in the 

imaging fiber bundle to the surrounding fiber elements. Untapered imaging fiber bundles 

with fiber elements of 4μm in diameter and fiber bundles with individual elements of 

32nm in diameter were found to possess statistically the same amount of cross-talk, 

which was contrary to what was expected. The cross-talk across all sizes is found to be 

approximately 2% or less at the 95% confidence level. The protocol developed in this 

chapter for analyzing cross-talk is ubiquitous among any fiber optic or arrayed platform 

where the aperture is greater than 5nm. Additionally, a cleaning procedure is set forth to 

clean and strip the bundles of their metal coating and any quantum dot material providing 

a way to characterize cross-talk and re-use a single bundle.  

The use of imaging fiber bundles in the post-processing of lower-resolution images when 

the fiber-elements are over filling the pixels on the image-detector array is a viable 

process for enhancing the resolution past the inherent resolution of the fiber-elements of 
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the bundle. When over-filling the pixels on the detector with each fiber element (i.e. a 

fiber element appears to consist of greater than 9 pixels on the detector array) a point 

spread function, dependent on the over filling of the detector, can be established. The 

reconstruction process was evaluated with a generic blurring kernel against that of a 

custom point spread function as the blurring kernel. Sixteen lower-resolution images 

were obtained with sub-pixel shifts of a 20μm calibration bar illuminated with a HgAr 

lamp and then reconstructed using the generic and custom blurring kernels. The generic 

blurring kernel resulted in a relative percent increase in resolution (from a reference, 

lower resolution image) of 12% at the 95% confidence interval. Using the custom 

blurring kernel (i.e. known point spread function due to over filling the detector array) 

resulted in a relative percent increase in resolution of only 2% at the 95% confidence 

level. While the custom point spread function did not provide the improvement in 

resolution as expected, it was determined the size of the blurring kernel plays a crucial 

role in resolution enhancements and despite know the point spread function and therefore 

blurring kernel exactly, using it with the imaging fiber bundle array is not beneficial 

when the face of the bundle is magnified such that the elements over fill the pixels.  

In addition to showing resolution improvements with transmission imaging as previously 

stated, surface enhanced Raman scatter (SERS) was also employed to show for the first 

time using an imaging fiber array with a plasmonic substrate for dithering. 25 lower-

resolution images were obtained from a step edge with mercaptobenzoic acid covalently 

bound to silver-coated nanospheres. Relative resolution improvements of approximately 

20% are seen when using 25 images in the reconstruction process. 
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To aid in the understanding of how S/N affects the SERS measurements obtained, a 

theoretical study was completed using synthetic data with differing S/N values for each 

image. S/N values used were 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, and 1000 along with 

reconstruction using 4, 9, 16, and 25 images. It is shown that resolution improvements of 

up to 80% are seen when using 25 images in a reconstruction and a S/N of 50. It was 

expected that as the S/N increased the improvement in resolution would as well, 

however, due to the binary nature of the synthetic image used in this study, as the S/N 

approaches higher values (100 and 1000) the image approaches a binary form again and 

the blurring kernel then defines the resolution. In lower S/N images, the blurring kernel 

effectively blends the noise and does not extend out the step edge as it does at higher S/N 

values. Fortunately, no real imaging system produces binary images as there is also at 

least shot noise in each measurement.  

Overall, the use of imaging fiber bundles in super-resolution reconstruction has been 

realized for improving the resolution beyond the inherent resolution of the imaging fiber 

bundle itself. Additionally, if temporal resolution can be sacrificed, additional lower-

resolution images can be obtained to further increase the resolution. In future works, the 

fiber bundles can still be used and optimized for many experiments, especially relating to 

biology. To this end, moving towards an automated system for image acquisition when 

dithering would be advisable. This will decrease the time between measurements and 

increase the overall temporal resolution of the measurement. Additionally, when 

geometrically reconstructing an image, the introduction of priors in the algorithm can add 

robustness into both higher magnified bundles (i.e. over-filled elements on the detector 

array) and lower magnified bundles.  
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Appendix A: Sutter P-2000 Instrument and Tapering 

This appendix provides an example of a custom program used for tapering fiber bundles 

on the Sutter P-2000 micropipette puller and outlines the adjustable parameters and their 

functions for tapering such bundles. The micropipette puller has been modified (through 

the manufacturer) to accept fiber optics less than 1mm in diameter, which includes the 

imaging fiber bundles used in this dissertation. The customizable programs can have up 

to 8 lines of parameters, looping until either the fiber pulls apart or the laser is on for 

about 50 seconds (resulting in the program timing out). 

In general, the micropipette puller tapers optical fibers by symmetrically heating a fiber 

optic (or imaging fiber optic in our case) while gently pulling them apart at a constant 

force. Once the fiber optic begins to be pulled at a specified velocity, the heat source 

(CO2 laser) is turned off for a specified amount of time. After which, a solenoid pulls the 

fiber optic apart with a specified force. The adjustable parameters are HEAT, FIL VEL, 

DEL, and PULL adjusting the heat, filament, velocity, delay, and pull, respectively, 

which are outlined below.  

 HEAT:  0 – 999; defines the output of the laser power with larger values 

providing higher heat 

 FIL (filament): 0 – 15; controls the scanning pattern of the beam with smaller 

values providing a tighter (smaller) scanning pattern 

 VEL (velocity): 0 – 255; controls the velocity of the puller bar (by gravity 

pulling) required to move on to the next parameter with smaller values providing 

a slower velocity and larger values providing a higher velocity 
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Table A1: A multi-line pulling program used to pull the imaging fiber bundle used in Chapter 2 of this 

dissertation with 232nm fiber elements. 

Line Number Heat Filament Velocity Delay Pull 

1 500 4 18 126 150 

2 450 3 19 200 200 

3 450 3 20 200 250 

4 600 2 60 200 75 

5 700 1 60 200 75 

 

 DEL (delay): 0 – 255; controls the timing between the HEAT parameter being 

engaged and the  solenoid pull (PULL parameter, below) with a value of 128 

being a delay of zero seconds, values greater than 128 increase the time between 

the VEL parameter condition being met and PULL while values below 128 

extend the time the HEAT parameter is engaged while the PULL parameter is 

also engaged 

 PULL: 0 – 255; controls the force at which the solenoid pulls the bundles apart 

with smaller values pulling with less force and larger values pulling with more 

force  

Programs created on the instrument can be saved for use at a later date. An example of 

one such program that was used to create imaging fiber bundles with 232nm fiber 

elements is described in Table A1. The general structure of this program is for lines 1-3 

to provide a tapered region on the bundle that is relatively shallow in its taper (i.e. small 

angle of taper) providing a gradual decrease in size. Lines 4 and 5 are to produce a sharp 

taper with a large angle. 

A pictorial representation of the micropipette puller and how it works is presented in 

Figure A1. The puller works by first heating the fiber optics and pulling at a constant 
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force until the velocity target is met utilizing the parameters HEAT, PUL, and VEL. This 

is represented in Figure A1A. After the velocity parameter has been satisfied, the laser is 

turned off and the system is allowed to cool for the specified time in delay using the DEL 

parameter and pictorial represented in Figure A1B. Finally, after the delay parameter is 

satisfied, the pull parameter starts, pulling a specified force, as determined by the PUL 

parameter, and pictorial represented in Figure A1C. 

 

  

 

Figure A1: A pictorial representation of the steps the micropipette puller uses for a full pull. A) The 

laser is on, heating the fiber optic with a certain amount of heat and at a particular filament size until the 

velocity criteria is met. B) the fiber optic then cools for the set delay time followed by C) a hard pull by 

the solenoid. 
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Figure B1: An annotated image of the Denton Vacuum Explorer. A) The anode and cathode 

connecting the tungsten evaporating boat that is loaded with silver. B) the rotating motor apparatus with 

attached fiber bundles mounted on an aluminum flat bar that is angled at 45° (not shown). C) rotating 

disk that allows for mounting above the W boat. D) power controller for the rotating motor apparatus. 

E) quartz-crystal microbalance for precise measurement of the amount of metal deposited on the 

bundles.  

Appendix B: Physical Vapor Deposition 

A Denton Vacuum Explorer physical vapor deposition system (herein PVD system) was 

used for all depositions on fiber bundles. Figure B1 shows an annotated picture of the 

Denton Vacuum Explorer. The PVD system is composed of primarily a glass bell jar, 

tungsten evaporating boat, and a rotating disk. For this particular application, the rotating 

disk is not used. The bell jar is capable of maintaining vacuum at or below the micro-torr 

regime with use of a high-vacuum pump.  
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Figure B2: Circuit diagram of the circuit used for the rotating motor in the deposition of metals on the 

fiber bundles.  

The fiber bundles were held in a custom-built bundle holder for the deposition process. 

The circuit diagram of the power controller is outlined in Figure B2. A variable resistor is 

used to change the speed of the motor. The motor (1.5 – 3V; 12,000RPM) was mounted 

at approximately 45 degrees, above and slightly offset from the tungsten evaporating 

boat. A pinion gear (10 teeth) was mounted at the end of the motor, and the bundles are 

placed between the teeth of the gear. The bundles were held in place in two ways: they 

are first seated between teeth with a narrow piece of double-sided tape. Once all the 

bundles are in place for the deposition, Kapton tape was to keep the bundles in place 

while rotating. Kapton tape is heat and low-pressure resistant making  it ideal for use 

inside the PVD system. The motor apparatus is held to the rotating disk with two binder 

clips via an angled aluminum flat bar.   
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Appendix C: Characterization of the AOTF 

The AOTF was characterized in several ways to validate the images provided were at the 

selected wavelength and to ensure that the overlap between the wavelengths selected 

were negligible. The parameters evaluated were: 

 Reproducibility 

 Spectral resolution 

 Spectral response 

 

All characterizations were completed using an intensified CCD (PIMAX 1) inline with 

the AOTF imaging a fiber-optic coupled HgAr lamp.  

C.1 Reproducibility 

The AOTF was evaluated for reproducibility. This was completed to ensure that the time 

the AOTF was on and running had no effect on the wavelength it was passing and to 

ensure the cycling the AOTF on and off from day-to-day did not effect to output. To 

evaluate the run-time effect on the AOTF, the AOTF was warmed up for the 

manufacturer‟s recommended 15 minutes. Then the AOTF was adjusted such that the 

highest intensity of the HgAr line was incident on the ICCD. The wavelength was then 

recorded. This was completed with the 546.08nm, 576.96nm and the 579.07nm atomic 

lines from a HgAr lamp. Over the course of seven hours, the peaks of the laser lines were 

evaluated. This can be seen in Figure C1A. Additionally, the number of times in which 

the AOTF was cycled on and off was also evaluated. The AOTF was turned on, allowed 

to warm up for 15 minutes, and an image was obtained. The AOTF was then turned off 
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and allowed to cool for a minimum of 20 minutes before turning back on again. This can 

be seen in Figure C1B. Both cycling and constant running had no effect on the output of 

the AOTF.  

C.2 Spectral Resolution 

 

 

Figure C1: Reproducibility of the AOTF, as determined by its output. (A) 

Reproducibility with respect to elapsed time of being turned on; (B) reproducibility 

with respect to number of cycles on and off. 
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Figure C2: A spectrally resoloved atomic peak from the HgAr lmap as produced with 

the AOTF used for the analysis of the spectral resolution.  

In order to evaluate the spectral resolution of the AOTF and thus the system used, the 

width of what is being measured must be smaller than the resolution afforded by the 

equipment. As such, the HgAr lamp was used to determine the spectral resolution. In 

order to process the images for this, a program was written in order to autonomously 

process the files. These processes are described in detail below. 

An automated program was created using IGOR Pro (version 6.1.2.1, WaveMetrics, Inc.) 

to do the following: 

1. Obtain user input on the number of files, region of interest (ROI), and the x and y 

axis lengths 

2. Create a wave for the wavelength function the data is plotted against 

3. Make a wave for the data to be input into 

4. Grab a file from a folder and upload the information into IGOR Pro 

5. Unfold the matrix and capture the intensity values at each pixel 

6. Define and obtain the ROI intensity values into a one-dimensional wave for 

analysis 

A 

B 
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7. Average the intensity values and input into wave for graph 

8. Plot the intensity of the ROI as a function of wavelength 

Figure C2 is a representative sample of output from the program discussed above. This 

particular graph was made from the analysis of 69 files from wavelengths 554.191-

558.239 nm according to the AOTF interface (this is offset from the actual wavelength of 

546nm from a Hg/Ar lamp). 

Each file contains 262,144 pixels of information, of which a ROI was obtained consisting 

of 24,564 pixels, incorporating the entire region of contrastable information that is 

wavelength dependent on our ICCD. Once this information was captured from the ROI, 

the intensity values where averaged and output into the wave for inclusion into the graph. 

This was then repeated for the remaining 68 files, creating the graph as seen in Figure C2.  

Next, the Multipeak Fitting package in IGOR Pro was used to analyze the curve that that 

the custom program output, as seen in Figure C3. This package automatically finds each 

peak and provides the peak location, amplitude, area, full width of the peak at half the 

maximum peak height (FWHM), width, height and the associated uncertainties associated 

with these values. Furthermore, it provides a graph with the residuals (Figure C3, top), 

the Gaussian fit to the data (Figure C3, middle) and the Gaussian by its self (Figure C3, 

bottom). The baseline (Figure C3, green, middle) is automatically calculated by the 

package, but can be modified into a constant value, or some function. 
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Figure C4 is the spectral resolution as a function of wavelength. The spectral resolution 

for each point was obtained by using the Multipeak fitting package in IGOR Pro, and 

analyzing the output of the fitted data. This computation was completed in Excel as 

follows: 

1. The peak location was found 

2. The FWHM was then divided in two, and both added and subtracted from the 

peak location yielding a range of wavelengths that incorporated the FWHM (i.e. 

545.963-546.254nm).  

 

Figure C3: The Gaussian fit output from the analysis. The bottom is the Gaussian fit 

by minimizing the adjustable parameters, as seen in the middle section, which is an 

overlay of the fit (blue) and data (red). The top is the residuals to show the goodness 

of fit. 
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Figure C4: The spectral resolution of the AOTF as a function of the wavelength 

employed.  

3. This wavelength range was then converted into wavenumbers (i.e. 18316.27-

18306.50cm
-1

).  

4. The difference of these wavenumbers is the spectral resolution at 50% contrast 

between two adjacent peaks.  

5. Plotting these differences as a function of wavelength and using a best fit line via 

the LINEST function on Excel yields Figure C3.  

The spectral resolution is increasing as a function of wavelength, from approximately 9.5 

– 12.5cm
-1

, as expected. Furthermore, the range of wavelengths incorporated in this study 

was from 546 – 760nm.    

C.3 Spectral Response 

Finally, the spectral responsivity of this system was obtained. This was completed by 

tuning the AOTF from its minimum (501.146nm) to its maximum (969.107nm) in 10nm 

increments while illuminating with an Ocean Optics Micropack UV-VIS-NIR deuterium 
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tungsten light source, whereby only the tungsten light source was used for the broadband 

emission. As seen in Figure 5, there are two areas of interest.  The first decrease in the 

observed values in area 1, Figure 5, is due to the notch filter filtering 632.8nm light; this 

filters out 627nm-637nm light. However, there is an additional decrease in intensity, seen 

in area 2, Figure 5 which is not due to any filters. The source of this decrease is actually 

 

 

Figure C5: (A) The spectral response as obtained through the AOTF. (B) A spectrum 

of the tungsten source used to create (A). 
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an artifact of the AOTF itself, and is not due to any filters. This was confirmed with the 

manufacturer. 

C.4 IgorPro Program for Spectral Resolution 

//This Procedure plots each image individually in succession 

//Modified by Eric Languirand on 07/30/2014 

 

#pragma rtGlobals=3  // Use modern global access method and strict wave access. 

 

Macro Pierreimaging2(numend, cstart, cend, rstart, rend,SFile, EFile)  // Put all the 

variables in the parenthesis 

Variable numend     // Variable for the number of data 

points 

Variable cstart     // Variable for the column number start for 

ROI 

Variable Cend     // Variable for the column number end for 

ROI 

Variable Rstart     // Variable for the starting row for 

the ROI 

Variable Rend      // Variable for the ending row for the 

ROI 

Variable SFile      // Starting file number 

Variable EFile      // Ending File number  

Prompt SFile, "Starting File" 

Prompt Efile, "Ending File" 

Prompt numend, "Number of Data points in each axis" 

Prompt Cstart, "Column Start for ROI" 

Prompt Cend, "Column end for ROI" 

Prompt Rstart, "Row Start for ROI" 

Prompt Rend, "Row end for ROI" 

 

string specres 

string FileName 

Variable i = Sfile 

Variable j = 0 

Variable k = 0 

Variable Avg  

Variable inc 

 

Inc = 1 
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//make/n = (((efile - sfile)/inc) +1) lambda763      

       // increment for file number 

//make/o /n = (((Efile - SFile)/inc) + 1) SpecRes763    // empty 

matrix for storing data for plot for spectral resolution 

Variable BB=0  

 

//lambda763 = (0.072704*x)+778.46 

 

//do loop for adding data to open matrix  

do 

 Loadwave /P=Nasa /A /J /K=1 num2str(i)+".txt"  // To load each .txt 

file name from the path selected 

 

  Duplicate /o wave2, Zaxis      

 // Duplicating the wave permits to not confuse Igor with the inherent file 

appellation (wave0...) 

  Make /n=(numend,numend) Mainmatrix    // 

WHILE LOOP For image propagation from raw data 

            

  // WHILE LOOP 

   Do         

   // WHILE LOOP 

 

    Mainmatrix[][BB]=Zaxis     

  // WHILE LOOP 

    BB=BB+1       

   // WHILE LOOP 

 

   While (BB<numend)       

 // WHILE LOOP 

 

  Duplicate /o Mainmatrix, $(SpecRes+num2istr(k))    

  // Duplicating the matrix into the name of the image matrix to perform 

several imaging in the same time without taking one for another one 

 

  //duplicate/r = (rstart, rend)(cstart, cend) outBName, ROI 

 //Grabbing ROI from image matrix 

  //Redimension/n = ((rend -rstart+1) * (cend -cstart+1)) ROI 

 //Redimensioning from large matrix to XY matrix 

  //wavestats ROI;        

   //obtaining average and standard deviation from all points in ROI 

  //Avg = V_avg 

  

 //SpecRes763 [j] = Avg  

 //specRes [][k] = ((Sfile + i)*0.001) 

 display; appendimage $(specres+num2istr(K))  
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 i=i+inc 

 j= j+1 

 k=k+1 

 BB=0 

 killwaves mainmatrix,  wave0, wave1, wave2     

     // To avoid errors 

 

 //incoproate new graph for spectral resolution 

While (i<=Efile) 

//display specres763 vs lambda763 

 

      

//Display;AppendImage $(outBName)    // To plot the image without using the tool bar 
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Appendix D: POCS Algorithm 

This appendix provides the projection over convex sets (POCS) super resolution 

reconstruction algorithm used in MATLABR2014b to provide the high-resolution images 

in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of this dissertation. The inputs required for this program to 

run are: 

1. 8-bit low-resolution TIFF image files, sequentially numbered 

2. Translational movements in pixel values in an excel file in specified cells with „x‟ 

translations in the first column and „y‟ translations in the second column 

The adjustable parameters described below. The name of the adjustable parameter is 

listed first, along with the type of variable it is, separated by a colon. The types of 

variables are integers (i), strings (s) and cell arrays (c). 

base : s The non-changing first part of the file name for loading images. This must 

match the beginning of the filenames for the low-resolution images 

ext : s The extension of the filename, including any non-changing filename that 

comes after the iteration of the file number; the extension should always 

end with „.tiff‟ 

list : c The list is a cell array of the integers of the file numbers to be included in 

the reconstruction. For example, if 18 images are obtained, but only every 
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other image is to be included in the list for analysis, the list parameter 

would read “list = {1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17};” 

fn : s This is a complete filename for the Excel file that lists the translations 

delta_est : s This variable loads the Excel file defined by fn, loading the sheet the 

data is on (Sheet1) in the specified cells (H6:I21). Both sheet and specified 

cells should be changed as needed 

factor : i Defines the decimation ratio for the reconstruction algorithm and 

increases the matrix from the size of the lower-resolution images by a 

factor of „factor‟.  

numIm = i Defines the number of images used in the reconstruction process  

base2A : s Defines the first part of the filename for the saved image prior to 

number of images used total 

base2B : s Defines the second part of the filename for the saved image file 

The output of this algorithm is a reconstructed, high-resolution image that has a factor 

times more pixels  in it than the original lower-resolution images input in the program 

and is saved as the user-specified file name of the concatenated form of: 

base2A,num2str(numIm), base2B, num2str(factor),ext. 
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Projection of Convex Sets Super Resolution Reconstruction Algorithm 

% Commented out from original program; inputs further in program 

 

% function y = pocs(s,delta_est,factor) 

% POCS - reconstruct high resolution image using Projection On Convex Sets 

%    y = pocs(s,delta_est,factor) 

%    reconstruct an image with FACTOR times more pixels in both dimensions 

%    using Papoulis Gerchberg algorithm and using the shift and rotation 

%    information from DELTA_EST and PHI_EST 

%    in: 

%    s: images in cell array (s{1}, s{2},...) 

%    delta_est(i,Dy:Dx) estimated shifts in y and x 

%    factor: gives size of reconstructed image 

 

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% SUPERRESOLUTION - Graphical User Interface for Super-Resolution Imaging 

% Copyright (C) 2005-2007 Laboratory of Audiovisual Communications (LCAV), 

% Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (EPFL), 

% CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland 

% 

% This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it 

% under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the 

% Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your 

% option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that 

% it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied 

% warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 

% See the GNU General Public License for more details 

% (enclosed in the file GPL). 

% 

% Latest modifications: August 29, 2017, by Eric Languirand 

Image Loading 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% List images in a cell array here % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear all;              % Clears all variables from workspace 

 

base = 'DitherHgArLamp';    % Base for filename 

ext = '_1.tif';             % Extension for filename 
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% List of number iteration in group of images to be loaded 

list = {1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16}; 

% Modify 'list', 'base', 'ext' as needed 

% base = 'B'; 

% ext = '_NN50.tif'; 

% list = {1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25}; 

% list = {1 3 5 6 7 9 11 13 15 16 17 19 20 21 23 25}; 

% list = {1 3 5 11 13 15 21 23 25}; 

% list = {1 3 11 14}; 

% for loop to create cell array of images 

for i=1:numel(list(:)) 

    s{i} = mat2gray(imread(strcat(base, num2str(list{i}),ext))); 

end 

% Note: Images must be in current folder to load 

Image Translations 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% List shifts here % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

% Excel file name that lists shift; must be in workspace to load 

fn = 'ShiftParameters_3_2_15.xlsx'; 

% Reading of the Excel file; H6:I21 is the x and y column listing the 

% shifts in pixels 

delta_est = xlsread(fn,'Sheet1','H6:I21'); 

 

% fn = uigetfile; 

% fn = 'MockDataDisplacements25Images.xlsx'; 

% delta_est = xlsread(fn); 

Miscellaneous Initializations 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% Provide Factor here % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

% Decimation ratio between high resolution grid and low resolution images 

factor = 2; 

% Number of images used in analysis 

numIm = 16; 
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% Maximum iterations for convergences of the minimization criteria 

max_iter = 1000; 

Initial High-resolution Grid 

% Using first image in cell array of images to be placed on high resolution 

% grid, upsamples by a factor of 'factor'. 

temp = upsample(upsample(s{1}, factor)', factor)'; 

y = zeros(size(temp)); 

coord = find(temp); 

y(coord) = temp(coord); 

 

% Loading remaining images onto high resolution grid, translated by the 

% known amount in Excel file ('delta_est'). 

for i = 2:length(s) 

    temp = upsample(upsample(s{i}, factor)', factor)'; 

    temp = shift(temp, round(delta_est(i, 2)*factor), round(delta_est(i, 1)*factor)); 

    coord = find(temp); 

    y(coord) = temp(coord); 

end 

 

y_prev=y; 

 

E=[];       % Initializing empty matrix for iter and error logging 

iter=1;     % Defining iteration variable 

% 

Kernel Definition 

% Custom PSF blurring kernel 

blur = [0.016596235 0.016529564 0.017155952 0.017350107 0.016691736

 0.016204545 0.01649285;... 

0.016556367 0.018262322 0.020814498 0.02168572 0.019667134 0.017167664

 0.016214906;... 

0.017323079 0.020531148 0.027736296 0.033458476 0.026500414 0.019371846

 0.016707052;... 

0.017600798 0.021337726 0.033016108 0.044758231 0.033124673 0.020999644

 0.017164511;... 

0.016795345 0.019362386 0.025865692 0.032797627 0.027400016 0.02027325

 0.017129599;... 

0.016240809 0.017083876 0.018985788 0.020538356 0.019756779 0.018011407
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 0.016680474;... 

0.016509968 0.016073907 0.016415143 0.016880711 0.016833185 0.016526636

 0.016819446]; 

 

% Standard blurring kernel 

% blur =[ 1 2 1;... 

%         2 4 2;... 

%         1 2 1]; 

 

% Initialization of wait bar for progress of reconstruction 

blur = blur / sum(blur(:)); 

wait_handle = waitbar(0, 'Reconstruction...', 'Name', 'SuperResolution GUI'); 

 

Iterations for Reconstruction 

% While loop proceeds from iter = 1 through max_iter (=1000), blurring 

% image matrix y with blurring kernel. 

while iter < max_iter 

   waitbar(min(4*iter/max_iter, 1), wait_handle); 

   y = imfilter(y, blur); 

   % Secondary comparrative image matrix formed based on translations, 

   % loaded last image to reference 

   for i = length(s):-1:1 

        temp = upsample(upsample(s{i}, factor)', factor)'; 

        temp = shift(temp, round(delta_est(i, 2)*factor), round(delta_est(i, 1)*factor)); 

        coord = find(temp); 

        y(coord) = temp(coord); 

   end 

 

   % Euclidean norm of the original, blurred image compared with the 

   % Euclidean norm of the secondary comparrative image matrix. The norms 

   % are a column-sum total of the magnitude of the values present within 

   % the matrix; minimizing the difference between the two norms provides 

   % a reconstruction most closely resembling the the true image 
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   delta= norm(y-y_prev)/norm(y); 

   E=[E; iter delta]; 

   iter = iter+1; 

   % Iterate until difference is less than 1x10-6 

   if iter>3 

     if abs(E(iter-3,2)-delta) <1e-6 

        break 

     end 

   end 

   y_prev=y; 

%    if mod(iter,10)==2 

%        disp(['iteration ' int2str(E(iter-1,1)) ', error ' num2str(E(iter-1,2))]) 

%    end 

end 

Saving Data 

% Base filenames for the saved imgae 

base2A = 'TEST_'; 

base2B = 'Images_Factor'; 

% Assigning reconstructed image matrix y to matrix A and converting the 

% values to 8-bit and reducing to values normalized to 1 (i.e. all 

% intensity values are represented from 0 -> 1.) 

A = mat2gray(y); 

imshow(A) 

% Writing an image file as a .tif 

imwrite(A,strcat(base2A,num2str(numIm), base2B, num2str(factor),ext)); 

% Closing the handle associated with the wait bar 

close(wait_handle); 

Warning: Image is too big to fit on screen; displaying at 50%  
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Published with MATLAB® R2014b 

 

 

  

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab
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